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1. [American Internment Camps]
Kolb, Karl. Kolb, Traude. Correspondence from Leader of German Internees at Crystal City Alien
Detention Camp. Crystal City, Texas: 1943-1944. Ten letters (nine different, two telegrams have
identical text): Two ALSs and two typed letters on INTERNEE OF WAR stationary/mailers; one partially
censored TLS on plain blue paper; five retained copies of Western Union telegrams on seven leaves; all
but one typed. Telegrams are in English, the rest in German; all but the censored letter are from Karl.
All correspondence very good or better with the TLS on plain blue paper lacking sections removed by
censors.
This is a group of letters from Karl Kolb, the first elected leader of German internees at the Crystal City internment camp.
Initially designed to hold Japanese families, Crystal City also held Italians and Germans. Kolb, elected soon after arrival in
December 1942, was a pro-German firebrand who gave camp officials trouble from the start, including the instigation of a
work-stoppage on the expansion of camp facilities. According to a 1945 government report, Kolb employed “underhanded and
terroristic methods designed to crush any form of internee government formed on a democratic principle of permitting the rank
and file internees to have a voice of their own.”
The first letter, dated January 1943, is from Kolb's wife to a grandmother, recounting events that led to their internment and
commenting on life at the camp. The next is dated May 1943, from Kolb to his mother, explaining that while they are well fed,
and that the children attend a German school, they are miserable and long to be repatriated. In November, he wrote that he
built a swimming pool over the summer, but that his hands still worked well enough to play the cello in the camp orchestra.
In February 1944 he sent a telegram to a lawyer in New York complaining that despite a special recommendation for
repatriation by Willard Kelly (the commissioner for alien control) objections to his repatriation were raised by intelligence
officials. Later that month he sent a telegram to Kelly stating that the repatriation of certain teachers would paralyze the
school and asked his intervention. In May 1944, via telegram, he again asked Willard's intervention to prevent him being
transferred without his family. He sent a similar telegram to the Legation of Switzerland, begging their assistance that he not
be separated from his family. He was ultimately transferred to Algiers as a disciplinary measure, but his family went with
him.
A rare look into an American internment camp, written by the confrontational first leader of its German internees. A Redditcommunity assisted translation is included.
$600
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2. [American POW Camps]
Christopher, Charles W. Photo Album Depicting
German Prisoner of War Camp in Alabama. Fort
McClellan, Alabama: 1943. 10¼” x 13”. String tied
embossed paper over boards,
embellished with applied
reflective lettering. 28 pages with
129 black and white photographs
mostly adhesive mounted and
another 13 laid in. Most photos
measure from 2¼” x 3½” to 2¼”
x 4½” and a few are captioned.
Album good: heavy edge wear,
front board detached; photos
generally near fine or better,
several appear to be lacking but
may be among those laid in.
Fort McClellan was one of the largest
of 24 prisoner of war camps in
Alabama during World War II, and one
of the first three in the state
constructed by the Army Corps of
Engineers. Army Corps of Engineer
reports state it was completed in June
1943 and the first prisoners, German
soldiers of the Afrika Korps, arrived on
July 3rd. McClellan was considered a
model camp, with a low number of
inmate strikes and suicide or escape attempts—things that plagued a lot of other camps. By the
end of the war, it held around 2500 German prisoners.
This album was compiled by a member of Fort McClellan's Military Police Escort Guard who
apparently was there when the camp opened. Members of the Escort Guard were tasked with
the movement of prisoners to and from the
camp, as well as safeguarding them within the
camp.
A number of photos show the grounds and
buildings. Several show groups of Christopher's
fellow MPs: posing, standing at attention,
drilling and more. Others show them doing
laundry, in barracks, boxing and one depicts an
MP manning a machine gun in a guard tower.
One excellent shot is a birdseye view of the
camp, taken just behind large spotlights
At least eight images show POWs. One image shows some of the Guard
walking alongside a group of POWs walking back to living quarters after a
day's work. A couple show the German men doing
manual labor. There are also several shots of the
POW cemetery.
OCLC shows The United States Army War College holds the records of Fort McClellan which may
contain images of the camp; otherwise we find no photographs of the camp on OCLC.
$850

3. [American POW Camps]

Kalbe, Hermann and Fanselow, Hans (artists). Aliceville Sketches Prisoner of
War Camp. [Aliceville, Alabama]: N.P., [circa 1944]. 9¼” x 12½”. Screw bound,
quarter brown cloth over burgundy boards with wraparound leather strap. pp.
[Presentation leaf] [8 unnumbered leaves of illustrations][two blank divider leaves]
[title leaf][contents leaf][47 leaves of illustration numbered 3-50] + 4 additional
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unnumbered leaves of illustrations laid in (all printed rectos only). Near fine with a few surface scuffs
and light wear, laid in leaves very good with a few chips and light wear. Lacking first three leaves called
for in table of contents.
Aliceville was the largest POW camp in the Southeastern United States. It was built to hold 6,000 prisoners but had peak
populations of 3-4,000. A sophisticated society developed in the camp which
included a newspaper, college level courses, exceptional landscaping, artisans,
and a camp library with around 8,000 books.
This is a collection of prints of pen and ink drawings created by two of the POWs.
The 59 finely rendered illustrations depict a number of internal and external
views of barracks and several show men working in the camp. Others include
guard towers, the rail station, the inside of its church, a crowd watching a
concert, men playing cards and more. One source says that the artists were
given permission to make 50 pen and ink sketches and that these prints were
made long after the war ended. OCLC lists a printing date of 1975. The internal
evidence here suggests they were printed no later than 1944 and that the artists
made at least 62 sketches.
This collection was presented to Walter F. Meier with an inscription in German
dated Christmas 1944 thanking him for his efforts at the camp. The front
pastedown also has a
stamp with a date of June
27, 1945, indicating the
book was Meier's. Meier
was part of an elite unit
that trained in secret with
the goal of taking Belgium's
exceptionally important
Fort Eban Emael in 1940.
He was captured in Tunisia
in 1942. He was elected
the spokesman of the camp
and represented prisoners
in their complaints to camp
officials and was an
integral part of the creation
of the camp's culture.
Trained as a typesetter and
printer, Meier was the driving force behind the camp's newspaper,
acquiring a printing press with profits from the camp canteens.
OCLC locates four copies, all in Alabama. A google search reveals a fifth at the West Alabama History Center.
An outstanding collection of views of this German POW camp, given to the man who was instrumental in maintaining its order
and culture.
$600

4. [Japanese Americans]

Japanese Association of America Pin. N.P.: 1906. Colored celluloid
over steel. Diameter approximately 3/8” (18mm). Very good plus with
a small spot and some oxidation to pin.
A brightly colored lapel pin for the Japanese Association of America. The J.A.A. formed
in 1900 by the coming together of 40 Japanese American associations in Arizona,
California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada, Idaho, Utah and Colorado. According to one
scholar, “the efforts and significance of the JAA is inextricably connected with the story
of early Japanese immigration” and that it was the “key political organization of the
Japanese immigrants in the United States.”
OCLC, Google and auction record searches pull up nothing similar.
$175
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5. [Japanese Americans][Women][Army Nurse Corps]
Hayashi, Yoko Mary. Photograph Album of Japanese American Army
Nurse Whose Parents Were Interned at Manzanar. Colorado: 19451946. 10¼” x 13¼”. String tied, full faux leather. 82 pages with 95 black
and white photographs and two RPPCs inserted into corner mounts; final 49
pages are blank. Most photos measure from 2½” x 3½” to 4¼” x 3¼” and
around one third are captioned on photo verso. Album very good plus with
light wear; contents fine save for around 20 photos with exposure issues; a
few photos loose from mounts and two appear to be
lacking.
This is a photo album compiled by Yoko Mary Hayashi of the Army
Nurse Corps. Originally from the Seattle area, Yoko was a Nisei whose
parents were interned at Manzanar. She graduated with a nursing
degree from the University of Colorado (her commencement program is
laid in) and this album depicts her life when she was around 26 years
old and serving in Colorado.
Several images show women at a military base, possibly during training, in
various poses. They are also seen on trips to Lookout Mountain, Estes Park,
Red Rock Park and elsewhere in Colorado. Others show Yoko in her
apartment, at the Buffalo Bill museum and playing in the snow. There are
several photos of the buildings of Fitzsimons Army Hospital in Aurora where
she apparently served.
One of Yoko's friends was sent to occupied Germany as there are fourteen photos showing this
friend and other uniformed nurses dated May 1946. We also found that Yoko's photo appeared in
the July 13, 1947 edition of the Honolulu Advertiser alongside three other women in uniform who
were among the first to apply for commissions in the regular army as part of the Army-Navy Nurse
Act of 1947.
A warm album documenting the service and leisure time of a Japanese American army nurse and
her fellow nurses just after World War II.
$750

6. [Japanese Americans][World War II]
Fujiki, Akira. Laundry Bag of Japanese American
Soldier Who Served with the 442nd Regimental Combat
Team. Europe: 1943-1945. 25½” x 15½”. Heavy canvas
bag with name and service number stenciled in white paint.
Good: worn and soiled with a small patch of surface loss
and six pinholes.
This is the wartime army supply bag, measuring over two feet tall, of Akira
Fujiki who served in the famed 442nd Regimental Combat Team. The
regiment was comprised almost exclusively of second generation Japanese
Americans. They fought mostly in Europe, their motto was “Go For Broke”
and they are the most decorated unit in the history of American warfare.
Fujiki was born and raised in Honolulu and was 21 years old when he
enlisted March 25, 1943. He served with an anti-tank company. Fujiki was
discharged January 4, 1946 and served as the social chairman for the
442nd Veterans Club.
A relic infused with the history of a Nisei World War II veteran and his
storied regiment.
$675
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7. [Japanese Americans][World War II]
Pacific Citizen. Salt Lake City, Utah: Japanese American
Citizens League, mostly 1942-1946. 17¼” x 12”. Newspaper
with the following publication sequence: Vol. 12, No. 142;
Vol. 15, No. 1; Volume 17, Nos. 8, 11; Vol. 18, No. 5; Vol. 19,
No. 8; Vol. 20, Nos. 7, 8, 11, 16; Vol. 21, Nos. 7, 9-11, 18, 20,
21, 26; Vol. 22, Nos. 1, 3-5, 8, 13, 18-20, 23, 25, 26; Vol. 23,
Nos. 3, 7-9, 13-15; Vol. 28, Nos. 17, 19, 22, 23; Vol. 29, No.
1. (Note that the paper apparently jumped from Volume 23
to Volume 28 sometime in 1946). Issues are 8 pages each.
Around 31 issues are good to very good with moderate
toning, the occasional chip and/or minimal loss of text and
some separated leaves; the rest are fair with heavy toning
and chipping and prone to more of it, with text loss especially
at centerfolds.
42 issues of the Pacific Citizen, 41 of which were printed while the paper was in
exile, and around half cover the period of internment. The newspaper has
published continuously since 1929 as the voice of the Japanese American
Citizen's League, which is now the largest and oldest civil rights organization for
Asian Americans in the United States. According to the Densho Encyclopedia
online, the paper initially reported on JACL chapter news, did not have much of
a following and appeared sporadically. But then,
“In early March 1942, at an emergency meeting in San Francisco, JACL
board members resolved to revamp the journal, and to run it as a weekly
out of the JACL's forthcoming Salt Lake City headquarters. The goals
were both to aid JACL public relations and to offer Japanese Americans
a news source to take over from the shuttered West Coast press. [The
JACL decided] to ask Larry Tajiri and his wife, Guyo, to serve as editors.
Working on 48 hours notice, the Tajiris packed their belongings and left
for Salt Lake City, just before such 'voluntary relocation' was curtailed.
Once arrived in Utah, the Tajiris opened an office in three rooms
adjoining the JACL headquarters in the downtown Beeson Building.”
Most of the issues offered here were published during or just after the war. They contain a bounty of reporting on internment
camps as well as regular stories of Japanese Americans fighting and dying. There are numerous reports on civil rights issues,
and a number of images and other items portraying Japanese Americans in a positive light, such as the Superman comic strip
shown here.
OCLC lists nine locations with physical copies, but no mention of which issues are held.
Documentation of inspiring efforts to inform, promote and maintain cohesiveness of the
Japanese-American community during World War II.
$750

8. [Japanese Americans][World War II]

The Story of the 442nd Combat Team Composed of 442nd Infantry
Regiment, 522nd Field Artillery Battalion, 232nd Combat Engineer
Company. N.P.: Information Education Section, MTOUSA, [circa 1945].
8” x 5¼”. Stapled card wrappers. pp. [4], 43, [1] + folding map. Good:
moderate wear which is heavy along spine, lower corners of both wrappers
creased, toned leaves as usual; folding map detached with two mended
splits.
The first unit history of this storied regiment. There are a number of photographic
illustrations and maps, as well as a folding map. This copy with the owner signature of
Frank Hatsuo Saraye on the verso of the front wrapper. Saraye was a First Sergeant with
the 442nd's 2nd Battalion, H Company.
OCLC locates 24 copies, none in the trade as of April 2018. $500
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9. [Japanese Americans][World War II][Japanese-American
Internment]

Takaha, Yoneji. Artifacts of Japanese American Soldier Who
Was Interned at Topaz. Various: 1941 to circa 1946. Seven
items of ephemera including one photograph; also his army hat,
and 10 military pins and medals. Generally very good or better,
photograph fair with a long diagonal tear.
Some belongings related to the internment and military career of Yoneji Takaha
from San Mateo, California. Yoneji initially registered for the military in October
1940 and was disqualified, receiving a 4-F classification on June 2, 1941. That
notice of classification, as well as another in 1944 classifying him as 1-A is
included here. He was later interned at Topaz and a photo included here
appears to show him and two other men at the camp. His War Relocation
Authority driver's license, truck assignment card and a card with a stamped
image of his barracks is included as well.
We know from the label in his hat that Takaha was with the 6 th Armored Cavalry
in Straubing, Germany which is also reflected in the two 6 th Armored pins
present here. He may have served in the 27 th Field Artillery Battalion, as three
of the pins that came with his belongings bear its insignia and there's a lapel
pin for the 27th as well. His Good Conduct and Commendation medals round
out the group.
Direct connections to an interned Japanese American man who later served in
the army.
$450

10. [Japanese-American Internment]

'44 Ramblings [High School Yearbook for Topaz War Relocation
Center]. Topaz, Utah: The '44 Ramblings Staff of The Associated Students
of Topaz High School, 1944. 10¾” x 7¾”. Green faux leather with debossed
title in gold and embossed ram emblem on front cover. pp. 122 + 3
“Autographs” leaves. Very good: moderate wear at corners and spine tips, a
bit shaken but sound.
This is the yearbook for the high school at the Topaz internment camp. Topaz was located
near Delta, Utah and housed around 8,300 internees at any given time, making it Utah's fifth
largest city during the war. Most of the internees came from the San Francisco Bay Area.
Conditions were harsh, with housing blocks of 250-300 people each sharing four showers
and four bathtubs. Their only furnishings were army cots, mattresses and blankets, and
furniture built from scrap wood.
The book is dedicated to two former teachers, and
in the dedication, the students wrote, “As one segment of America's vast army of
aspiring youth, we need the kind of guidance and fellowship so necessary to
revitalize our positive beliefs and to strengthen our conviction that the day shall
come when all avenues of opportunities will be open to us.” The student section
contains portraits for seniors and group shots of underclassmen down to 8 th grade.
A number of clubs have long narrative descriptions of their purpose as well as
accomplishments of the last year, such as the school's monthly newspaper, the
“Ram-Bler” which “asserted itself as a fighting paper directed against those forces
retarding school progress.”
An outstanding sports section contains a description, including action
photos, of each football game and many action photos for the other
sports. Its preamble shows uncommon maturity, dignity and hope:
“When our athletic teams venture out to play the neighboring schools,
they go out with a purpose. They are out to prove to the schools and to
the white communities that we are not just as good Americans as they.
To us, it is not just a matter of who is going to win; it is more important
to leave behind a good feeling. Yes, our teams play clean and hard,
not only to beat the opponents, but to demonstrate our worth as
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American youth.” They also had no issue with self-deprecation: “due to poor weather conditions and lack of facilities, including
a track field, the track season for Topaz cindermen was very short. Incidentally, who ever heard of a track team without a track,
pole vault pit, high jump pit, and who used
chairs for hurdles?”
A number of students have signed their names
by their photos, and there are around 20 short
inscriptions as well. From the inscriptions it
appears that this was Paul Hisashi Takata's
book. He was a graduating senior from
Oakland, California who played on the
basketball team.
Also of note are the four pages devoted to
senior wills, with over 160 students sharing
things such as, “Amy Hosada won't leave her
sleek figure to any one, because she likes it
too.”
Apparently one of the scarcest internment
camp yearbooks, with OCLC locating just one
copy, at the University of Utah.
$3250

11. [Japanese-American Internment]
Kochi, Kazuo Jay. Ephemera From Gila War
Relocation Center High School. Rivers, Arizona:
1943-1945. 15 items: (1) The Lantern Extra! 14” x
8”. Single sheet of photomechanically reproduced
typescript printed both sides; (2) Murdered Alive.
8½” x 7”. Four page program for school play. Single
sheet, folded; (3-5) Three tickets to Murdered Alive.
1½” x 3½” printed on construction paper; (6) Table
card for school dance, Bunny Shuffle. 1¾” x 6”
printed on construction paper; (7) Commercially
produced dance card in shape of United States flag
for 1943 dance; (8-15) Eight report cards. Items
generally very good or better save for the school
newspaper which is good with uneven toning, three
hole punched and with small chip not affecting text.
Artifacts from Butte High School, which served students at the
Gila River internment camp. The group contains eight report
cards, ephemera from school dances, a copy of the school
newspaper and the program and tickets for a school play. These were owned by Kazuo Kochi and acquired directly from his
nephew. Kochi (who later went by “Jay”) was senior class president and went on to a distinguished career as a physical
organic chemist, lecturing at Harvard and sitting on the faculty of three different universities as well as getting elected to the
National Academy of Sciences.
The school paper documents a leadership institute that the students were going to convene on March 22, 1945 because “most
of us in camp will, by next year, undergo a vicissitude in our lives, a transition from the protective folds of camp life to a hurried,
competitive existence keyed to war time.” There were eight discussion groups including “Can Women Make Good in Careers?”
as well as a talk led by Kochi, “Should the Evacuees Return to the Pacific Coast?” Kochi also played a lawyer in the school play.
OCLC and Google searches turn up nothing similar.
$675
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12. [Japanese-American Internment]
Post-Año 1944 [Poston War Relocation Center High School Yearbook].
Yuma County, Arizona: Printing by Desert Printing Company, 1944. 10¾”
x 7 ¾”. Burgundy cloth. pp. [146]. Very good: lightly worn boards with
moderately worn corners, leaves
toned at extremities with a few
penciled annotations, one senior
class portrait neatly excised.
Poston was the largest of the JapaneseAmerican internment camps with a
peak population of over 17,000, most of
whom were from Southern California.
Built by Del Webb of retirement
community fame, it was situated on the
Colorado River Reservation.
The book contains standard yearbook fare with senior class
portraits and group photos of grades 7-11. It lists teachers
who came from as far as the east coast, with quotations for
many. There's a timeline of events describing the school's
opening, important sporting events, plays and more. It also
documents an astounding 39 sports teams and clubs
including a school newspaper, drama club, and business
skills group.
The most compelling section of the book contains several
student essays and poems including “Sunset in Poston”
which begins with “the shadows lengthen across Poston, and
the sun begins to sing into another world. The noise of cars,
trucks and children's laughter gives way to the ringing of
Mess Hall bells, and the clatter of dishes . . . Westward lie the California mountains beckoning to the
homesick onlookers.” Another uses song titles of the day to describe the experience of displacement, and life at Poston, “then
suddenly the Sun Went Out . . . December 7th and Remember Pearl Harbor? You'll Never Know what went on in our Heart
and Souls. They said 'We Have No use for the Japs.' 'What is There to Do?' We asked. 'Relocate—It's the Patriotic
Thing to Do,' they answered. We were told we would be sent Somewhere in the West.'”
OCLC locates three copies.
Well produced source material by courageous kids displaced during World War II.
$2500

13. [LGBTQ]

1974 Gay Freedom Celebration. Gay
Freedom by '76. San Francisco,
California: N.P., 1974. 11 3/8” x 7½”
folded. Single sheet of newsprint, folded
thrice, making four pages of the smallest
size, one unfolded page of 22 5/8” x 14
7/8” and one large page 22 5/8” x 29¾”.
Very good: light wear and lightly toned.
A visually striking promotional for San Francisco's
1974 gay pride festival using bicentennial imagery
including Willard's Spirit of '76. Printed in borders of
red, white and blue, it contains declarations such as,
“we march from closet darkness to freedom's light. We carry the flag that we have paid for with our taxes and blood.” Harvey
Milk was the festival's fundraising chairman and in addition to listing the events for the week, the paper opens up to a
directory of gay rights organizations in western North America, flanked by a huge image of Lady Liberty. It then opens again,
turning itself into a poster, with Spirit of '76 as its centerpiece, surrounded by logos of sponsors, most of which are gay bars.
OCLC records no copies. An eminently displayable early gay pride festival artifact.
$400
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14. [LGBTQ]
[Burke, Kevin and Edelman, Murray]. Lavender U. July-August
Catalog. [San Francisco, California]: Lavender U., [1974]. 8¾” x
11¼”, folded. Single sheet, folded twice, making two small pages,
one unfolded page of 17 3/8” x 11¼” and one large page of 17 3/8” x
22¾”. Very good: light wear, lightly toned with moderate toning at
extremities and folds.
One of the earliest issues of a periodical started by Kevin Burke and Murray
Edelman who moved to San Francisco to live in a gay commune after graduating
from the University of Chicago. In the wake of the free education movement, the
paper listed classes taught by, and targeted to, members of the gay community.
This issue was released in the spring of 1974 and depending on the source,
Lavender U. started either in the fall of 1973, or early the next year.
This issue lists 51 classes with detailed descriptions on everything from gay duplicate bridge to visiting bath houses. Notable
instructors include John De Cecco, the editor in chief of the Journal of Homosexuality for 25 years; activist, author and
professor emeritus of English at Rutgers University, Louie Crew; and Steve Ginsburg, founder of the short lived radical Los
Angeles gay rights organization, PRIDE (Personal Rights in Defense and Education).
Lavender U. lasted until 1978, with its legacy including the founding of Frontrunners.org, the largest gay running group, with
chapters worldwide. This issue contains their class, “Jogging for Fun and Exercise” which may be its first appearance.
OCLC lists eight institutions with some copies, but none specifically with this issue. A fine reflection of LGBTQ organizing,
with a horde of insight on the interests of the community.
$300

15. [LGBTQ]
Deck of Gay Astronaut Playing Cards. St. Paul,
Minnesota: Brown & Bigelow, [1969?]. 3½” x 2¼”.
54 playing cards (standard deck + two Jokers) in
original box. Cards very good plus to near fine, a
few with corner creases, box very good with
moderate wear.
An enigmatic deck of playing cards whose backs feature a
cartoon showing two astronauts standing outside their capsule,
presumably after sea recovery following a moon landing. The
caption reads, “And now we'd like to tell the world we're
engaged.” The manufacturer was known to make novelty
decks and the Ace cards read, “1969 . . . This Is Our Year”. We
imagine they were produced by someone in the LGBTQ community and they are certainly worthy of further research.
$175

16. [LGBTQ]

Gay U.S.A. '76 [Cover title]. [San Francisco]: N.P.,
1976. 8½” x 11”. Newsprint, self wrappers. pp. 56.
Very good: lightly toned with a few tiny nicks to
foreedge of front wrapper, a few passages underlined,
or with parentheses, in blue ballpoint.
We've been through this item a few times trying to discover its
purpose and posit that it was handed out during San Francisco's
1976 gay pride week. The book includes reports from gay leaders
of several cities, an article on creating and incorporating a city in
California founded by gays, a centerfold map of the United States
and over 125 advertisements for gay bars, gay services and gay
friendly businesses mostly from California but also including
Colorado and Washington.
OCLC locates four copies over 2 entries.
$300
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17. [LGBTQ]
Harmodius in Exile [Rogers, Anthony J.] The Poems of Harmodius in
Exile [Cover title]. [San Francisco]: GAWK Publications, [circa 1974].
8½” x 7¼”. Stapled thin card wrappers. pp. iii, 25. Very good: light
wear, staples oxidized, small dampstain in upper corner of all leaves not
affecting text.
A collection of 25 poems by a self-proclaimed gay revolutionary, originally from Ohio. An
image of Rogers arm-in-arm with a man wearing a tank top which reads “Faggots are
Fantastic” is the cover of Daniel Nicoletta's photo book, “LGBT San Francisco.” Nicoletta
called rogers a “radical faerie”.
OCLC locates three copies.
$300

18. [LGBTQ]
Hof, Floyd A. The Lavender Gallery Presents The HOF Guide. Los
Angeles, California: The Lavender Gallery A Gay Pride Enterprise, 1972.
8½” x 5½”. Stapled card wrappers. pp. I-III [blank] [i-ii] 1-17 [18] + laid in
errata leaf and three copies of a flyer asking for donations. Very good plus:
minimal wear, uneven toning to wrappers which also have a few
infinitesimal nicks.
First and only edition of a rare directory created by a gay man who served in the Air Force in
the late 1960s. Floyd Hof created a business he called “The Lavender Gallery” with a goal
that “jobs will be provided for our Gay brothers and sisters and that artistic outlets will be
created for the Gay Artist and Craftsman to display and sell their creations.” The guide lists
several dozen gay friendly resources categorized into sections such as legal and housing
assistance, substance abuse help and more. Hof hoped the guide would assist members of
the LGBTQ community in crisis-- “WHERE? WHERE? WHERE? The question so often asked
in time of trouble and need. Do you go to your bar guide? You won't find a listing in the Los
Angeles Times. Nor will you find it listed under GAY, HOMOSEXUAL or HOMOPHILE in the
Yellow Pages!”
We can find little about Hof, save that he served in the Air Force from 1967-1969 and participated in an anti-war
demonstration in Los Angeles while still enlisted in April 1969. He was quoted in a news article about the event saying, “I told
my commanding officer, my psychiatrist, and my chaplain that I cannot and will not support a war as unjust as that one going
on today.”
A very early gay services directory. None on OCLC or any of several iterations of internet searches.
$1000

19. [LGBTQ]
King, Bruce [Willard, Avery] (editor). Gay Ways New York Volume 1
Number 2. New York City: Terrene Publications, 1970. 16¾” x 11¼”.
Newspaper. 20 pp. Very good: toned with a small chip and some
separation at center of first leaf.
A rare periodical for the New York City LGBTQ community. The editor, Avery Willard, was
an accomplished photographer, artist and film producer. He started another periodical
around this time, Gay Scene, which ran until 1992. This project may have been short lived
as we have only located the first and second issues. This issue contains a bar directory,
advice on what to do if arrested for violation of sodomy laws and more. Of particular note
is an article with an interview of Lee Brewster where he explains the creation and early
efforts of the advocacy group he founded which became the Queens Liberation Front.
OCLC locates one copy, the same issue that is offered here, and we've located a copy of the
first issue at Specificobject.com.
$225
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20. [LGBTQ]
Leitsh (sic), Dick (editor). [French, Jim]
(photographer). The American
Bicentennial Gay Guide Collector's
Edition. Studio City, California: Spartacus
U.S.A., 1976. 7¾” x 4”. Perfect bound,
wrappers. 382 pp. Very good: light wear, a
few faint wrapper creases, five leaves
detached.
This guide was compiled by Dick Leitsch, an LGBTQ
activist. As president of the Mattachine Society, Leitsch
led an early act of planned civil disobedience on behalf
of the gay community--a “sip-in” at the bar of the Julius
restaurant in New York. He and a few others, in front of
a New York Times reporter and photographer, told the
bartender they were gay and asked for drinks. Since
New York's State Liquor Authority raided bars who
served homosexuals based on its rule that gays were
per se disorderly, they hoped to challenge the rule in
court. The bartender refused service and a photo of
him covering their glasses with his hands appeared in
the Times. They subsequently filed suit and the court
found they had the right to peaceably assemble.
Leitsch also witnessed the Stonewall Riots and went
to the Mattachine office to write a report on it after
police cleared the area. He issued it as a special
edition of the Mattachine newsletter and it was
republished in The Advocate in September, 1969.
This is an immense guide covering the entire United
States, with information on gay communities in over
400 locales. In addition to bars and baths, it lists
information on gay organizations, gay lodging, and
intersperses facts related to gay history in the United
States. The book also provides short narratives for
many establishments as well as what to expect at
some locations. As an example, the impression of
Phoenix, Arizona: “everyone seems tanned and
healthy and there's an enormous amount of real (and
some spurious) bisexuality. The best-looking gay guys
all seem to have good-looking lovers, but they're hot
for threesomes!”
The text is complemented by over 35 black and white
images of fully nude male models, many of which are
full page. The photographs were taken by renowned
male nude photographer Jim French who created the
Colt Studio in 1967.
OCLC locates five copies over two entries.
An important resource documenting gay culture in
hundreds of American cities and joining an LGBTQ
pioneer with a celebrated photographer.
$1750
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21. [LGBTQ]
Photo Album Depicting Gay Rights Marches.
Washington, D.C.: 1979-1982. 11¾” x 9¾”. Steel
spiral, silk covered commercial album with mylarcovered gummed leaves. 11 pages contain a total
of 39 color photographs, the rest are blank. Photos
measure from 3½” x 4 3/8” to 3½” x 5”. Fine.
This photo album documents four gay rights marches,
including 16 photos that depict the first ever national march.
Many images are exceptional, bordering on the iconic,
including two men wrapped in the American flag, foreheads
joined and gazing at each other. Others show marchers with
banners, another shows a young man carrying a sign which
reads “I am Gay, I am not a loaded word.”
The National March on
Washington for Lesbian
and Gay Rights occurred
October 14, 1979 with
estimates of 75,000 to
125,000 attending. Until
then, most activism was
performed at the state and
local level but organizers
believed that local rights
could only be gained through
national unity. The first
attempt at a national march
was in 1973 and ultimately
failed due to resistance from
a number of national and
local LGBTQ organizations.
Another organizational
meeting was held in 1978
and, after it failed, Harvey
Milk took over. His assassination helped propel organizers into
agreeing on a march to coincide with the 10th anniversary of
Stonewall. The organizers hoped to tie gay rights to human rights as President Carter
had made human
rights a foreign
policy objective in
1977. The images
here show
marchers on the
mall with one
depicting the
Capitol Building
partially framed by
a large banner
which reads,
“DEMAND GAY
RIGHTS”. Others
show people
carrying banners
and listening to a
band. A number
show joyous
activists dancing,
marching and handing out flyers.
While we are not able to ascertain the exact marches shown
in the other photos, they were all taken in Washington, D.C. and we believe they depict the city's Gay Pride Day in their
respective years.
Engaging images that document a watershed moment that many consider the birth of the national LGBTQ movement.
$1200
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22. [LGBTQ]

Questions and Answers About the NYC Union of Lesbians and Gay
Men. New York City: NYCULGM, [1980?]. 8½” x 7”.
Photomechanically reproduced leaflet, one sheet, folded to make four
pages. Very good minus: moderate wear, small patches of staining,
“NYC 1980” in black ballpoint on first page.
A leaflet describing the purpose and benefits of joining the NYC Union of Lesbians and
Gay Men. From its text, “unions have historically been a tool of unrepresented groupings
to successfully gain control over the conditions of their lives. As gay people . . . we are
invisible, and as such, our social and economic needs are closeted from the people who
make decisions that concern us.” Scant information exists about the group. The text
mentions that it was initially a project of the Coalition of Grass Roots Women, and a
google search shows that activist Freda Rosen played a role in its creation.
A rare artifact of a short lived LGBTQ advocacy group. OCLC shows no copies.
$200

23. [LGBTQ]

RFD Winter Solstice 1974 [Volume 1, Issue #2]. Grinnell,
Iowa: RFD, 1974. 10” x 7”. Stapled card wrappers. pp. 48. Very
good: light wear, toned leaves, stain to the lower corner of front
wrap and near the spine of the rear wrapper.
The second issue of RFD, a magazine started by gay male Iowans who
attempted to create a gay commune. The magazine has had several different
publishers in various parts of the country throughout its history. These early
issues were created by a rural gay collective in Iowa and distributed directly by
the publishers to gay college groups as well as gay friends throughout the
country. This issue is a collection of short stories, poems, and music directed
at “country and rural faggots.”
OCLC lists a number of institutions with issues of the periodical; of those that
list specific holdings, we count five who hold this second issue.
$250

24. [LGBTQ][Religion]

Materials Related To The Protestant Episcopal Church's
Task Force on Homosexuality. [Cincinnati, Ohio]: 1976-1977.
11½” x 9¾”. Two faux leather three ring binders. The first,
spine-labeled “Sexism/Sexuality 7-1-77”, contains 138 three
hole punched xeroxed leaves printed rectos only; the second,
labeled “Sexuality Studies PECUSA” with 58 three hole punched
mostly xeroxed leaves, most printed both sides. Binders and
contents near fine or better.
In 1976 the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States of America
(PECUSA) had a groundbreaking convention that supported legal rights for
homosexuals, as well as their right to have relationships. Specifically,
resolution A-69 stated “homosexual persons are children of God who have a
full and equal claim with all other persons upon the love, acceptance, and
pastoral concern and care of the Church”. It also passed resolution A-68 that
the church must “engage in serious study and dialogue in the area of human
sexuality including homosexuality.” We believe the items offered here were
used by a diocese in Ohio as part of the directive of resolution A-68.
The first binder consists of photocopies of news clippings, many from
Cincinnati newspapers, and revolve around various sexuality topics including
surrogacy, teen pregnancy, gay rights (including adoption, employment, Anita
Bryant's anti-gay drive, and others).
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The second binder contains four items, more particularly
described below.
1. The Joint Commission on the Church in Human
Affairs [“CCHA”]. 3 leaves printed rectos only. Stamped in
red “ENTERED JUL 20 1976”. Appears to be photocopied
from a journal as it is paginated 124-126.
Reprinted here are the resolutions of the PECUSA mentioned
above.
2. House of Bishops/Episcopal Church: Resolution on
Homophiles. Single leaf printed recto only. Stamped in red
“ENTERED OCT 6 1975”.
This is the resolution that directed the CCHA to continue
“the dialogue with the homophile community within the
Church.” It came about at their meeting held in Portland,
Maine from September 19-26, 1975. Possibly a mailing from
the church itself considering when it was received and the fact that it's printed on watermarked cotton paper.
3. Urban, Jr., The Rev. P. Linwood (convener) et al. Report Of The Committee On Human Sexuality. Swarthmore,
Pennsylvania: The Committee on Human Sexuality, December, 1976. 20 leaves (36 pages) of photocopied typescript.
The cover letter describes that the committee began meeting
in July of 1976 and “viewed itself more as a study group than
as a vehicle for expressing views presently held in the
Church”. It attempted to answer such questions as “should
[homosexuals] be denied civil rights or full fellowship within
the Church” and “is the homosexual state part of the order of
creation?” The committee reached three conclusions
including that individuals could not control their sexual
orientation and homosexuality should not be considered
sinful. It recommended that the Advisory Committee and
Priests continue to study the issue. OCLC records no copies
of this remarkable study. PhiladelphiaStudies.org has a copy
imaged but it lacks the 16 pages of appendices.
4. Carrell-Brown, Dr. Janeen (convener) et al. The Report
of the Screening Task Force of the Commission on
Ministry. N.P.: Episcopal Diocese of Ohio, November 1976. 14 leaves (28 pages) of photocopied typescript + 18 leaves
(most printed both sides) of appendices + 2 leaves (four pages) of typescript (a February 1977 letter from the Bishop for
the Diocese of Ohio in response to the report). Some underlining and one manuscript comment.
Asked by the Bishop to, “propose a position on the issue of the
fitness of acknowledged and/or practicing homosexuals for
Candidacy for the Sacred Ministry” this group took the strong
position that homosexuals should not be excluded from church
affairs in any way. It analogized the equality struggles of
homosexuals to that of African Americans and women. It also
examined psychological and scriptural perspectives and
acknowledged that scripture is not always right. It pointed out
that not allowing gays to marry constituted active discrimination
by the Church. Although OCLC lists the title, it does not list any
holdings.
The Bishop's letter in response to the report is mostly contrarian.
E.g.:
“Is there not a danger that affirming homosexuality as equally appropriate as heterosexuality will serve only to
encourage a cultural trend toward dealing with painful emotional problems by politicizing them? It is well
known, I believe, that the recent decision by the American Psychiatric Association to remove homosexuality from
its list of illnesses was to a great extent made because of pressure from the gay liberation groups . . . The recent
ordination of a lesbian militant by the Bishop of New York . . . . are illustrations of this pressure. . . . My mail,
and that of every bishop I know, on this matter can only be described as an outpouring of outrage.”
The importance of the PECUSA's evolving views on LGBTQ rights cannot be overstated and these rare and fascinating artifacts
document a seminal period of that progression.
$1750
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25. [Native Americans]

McCowan, Samuel (1863-1924). Archive Related to the Phoenix Indian School and the Model
Indian School Exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. Mostly Phoenix, Arizona and St.
Louis, Missouri: mostly 1894-1904. The collection consists of correspondence, typescripts, a
manuscript, a scrapbook and two photo albums. There are a total of 141 photographs, most
measuring 3½” x 4 5/8” with 12 approximately 5” x 8”. Items generally good to very good, most photos
a bit faint though all but a few with discernible images that should benefit from digital enhancement.
An inventory and link to more images is available.
This is an archive related to Samuel McCowan's work with the Department of the Interior's Indian School Service. McCowan
grew up in Illinois, attended college in Indiana, and joined the Indian Service in 1889. From 1890 to 1896 he was the
superintendent of the school at Fort Mojave in Arizona and superintendent at the Phoenix Indian School from 1897 to 1902.
He became the superintendent at the Government Agricultural College (more commonly known as the Chilocco Indian School),
in Oklahoma, in 1902. The major items are as follows, and more detailed descriptions of each are available on request:
1. Draft of Speech on Indian Education. [Phoenix, Arizona]:[ca. 1897-1902]. 10½” x
8”. Typescript with manuscript corrections. 26 loose leaves, typed rectos only, paginated
11-37 and lacking page 32. Approximately 7500 words. Very good, toned, occasional
margin chips.
McCowan gave a talk and led discussion groups at the National Education Association
annual conventions as early as 1901 entitled “Practical Methods in Indian Education”. This
26 page typescript may have been the draft he used, or it may have been an argument to
the Indian Service on changes he wanted to see implemented. Though it starts at page
numbered 11, we believe it is complete save for the missing page. He makes several
mentions of the Phoenix Indian School, so we date it to his time there. In it, he says the
most important thing Native Americans can learn is morality and he laid forth a plan to
teach them. Part of that plan involved mandatory school attendance for an indefinite
period with children measured by the progress in their abilities:
“I believe the red child should be put through exactly the same educational and
moulding processes as the white. We do not expect culture and polish from the
white child after a three or five year term in school, we should not expect it from the
red. The white child graduates when he has demonstrated his fitness. The
decision as to whether he goes to school is not left with the white child, nor with his
parents, however ignorant or intelligent. Why should we require consent of the
Indian, and add sarcasm to folly by demanding that consent in writing, when he
cannot write!”
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McCowan also discussed his contempt for the the fact that there was manual training for boys, but not for girls. He suggested
cooking classes for girls as well as classes teaching them how to make and mend clothing. He thought they should be taught
to produce “fancy work for the adornment of themselves and their homes, and should know how to transform an old soap-box
into a Parisian footstool.” Along these lines, he argued that Native Americans should be allowed to develop “their own native
industries and establish them on a paying basis”. He recognized this was against the belief of most superintendents who
would “eliminate his customs, his language, his industries, even though this eliminating process would eliminate the Indian
himself. We are here to develop, not to destroy.” As you will see below, he incorporated these ideas at the Model Indian School
in 1904.
2. Asakeeta. Fort Mojave, Arizona: 1896. 10½” x 8”. Typescript with
manuscript corrections bound with a brass fastener in the upper left corner.
21 leaves typed rectos only, Approximately 6000 words. Very good, toned,
occasional margin chips.
This is an essay written near the end of McCowan's tenure at Fort Mojave,
where he started at its school's opening in 1890. Initially, we thought this was
about his time at Fort Mojave, as Mojave is mentioned a few times, but we
guess these vignettes were relayed to him by a Samuel Beecher and they
describe the Havasupai at Cataract Canyon (please see “A Tale of the Cataract”
immediately below for our reasoning).
Assuming this was told to McCowan by Beecher, this essay describes Beecher's
life in Cataract Canyon at a time that Havasupai numbers were very few. It
focuses on his relationship with Asakeeta, who he described as a war chief.
Around half the essay is devoted to their discussion of the differences of
courtship practices between whites and Native Americans. It started when
Asakeeta pointed at a picture of Jesus that Beecher had on a wall. Asakeeta
wanted to know why it was alright for Jesus to have long hair, but not Native
Americans. McCowan wrote,“'What for you lettum wear long hair for?' he
looked me straight in the eyes, and shook back his glossy mane. 'Injun boy go
school you cuttum, cuttum hair all time, Injun heap mad, Injun likum long hair.
That feller do it what for you no lettum Injun boy do it for?” Beecher sidestepped
the question, turning the conversation to his observation that Native Americans
jump into marriage quickly. Asakeeta responded that he knew plenty of white
men who acted the same way, and debate ensued.
Beecher also told of Asakeeta's children and vividly described the beauty of the
reservation. The essay ended with the story of Asakeeta avenging the murder of
his favorite daughter, Meta-Stepa, by another chief. It's similar to the story of a chief's daughter, Vahatha, that McCowan
included in his speech on education. According to this version, Meta-Stepa was murdered by her husband and Asakeeta
managed to get invited in to that man's home, who fed him. Asakeeta found an opening when the man turned his back on
him and, according to Beecher, “Asakeeta's eyes gleamed like two living coals as he continued, 'Bynby me heap eatum plenty,
turn 'round little bit, jump quick', suiting the action to words, 'Stickum spear in 'Pache's heart, all same he stickum messahi,
cuttum scalp 'n' run like hell all night.' He had committed deliberate murder. Did I blame him?”
3. A Tale of the Cataract. [Delaware City?], Kansas: circa 1909. 8½ x 6½”.
Manuscript on ten loose sheets written rectos only, approximately 2000 words.
1-2, 9-16 pp. Good: lacking pages 3-8 and a few insignificant chips, old folds,
oxidation from paper clip on first and last leaves.
Since McCowan signs on behalf of a Samuel Beecher at the end of the story,
prior to addressing the editor to whom he sent the story, we think this was told
to him by Beecher. This fact, and the fact that Asakeeta is the main character
here, leads us to believe that the stories in the essay above were also relayed by
Beecher. The first two pages describe his relationship with Asakeeta, and the
rest tell the story of Beecher talking Asakeeta and other tribe members out of
murdering a prospector who has been living on their reservation. Due to the
missing pages we don't know much
of the man's transgressions, and the
pages that remain describe tracking
the man for a number of days
through the desert, with Asakeeta
ultimately abandoning the man to
exposure.
4. Photo Albums Depicting the
Phoenix Indian School. [Phoenix,
Arizona], [circa 1897-1902]. Two
albums. The first is a ledger book,
quarter leather over marbled paper,
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measuring 11½” x 9”. The other is
quarter leather over cloth with thick card leaves measuring 10½” x 12¼”. Together they contain 54 pages with 118 black and
white photographs and 14 photographic images adhesive mounted. Ten photos measure
5¼” x 7 7/8” and the rest are 3½” x 4
5/8” and a few are captioned in the
negative; most photographic images are
on sheets measuring 6¼” x 9½” and a
few are captioned. Ledger book good:
heavily worn and lacking backstrip,
leaves chipped and brittle and prone to
more chipping, most leaves detached;
other album good, heavily worn with
most leaves detached. Most photos
generally good or better; many images
are a bit faint, but please see below as
to potential for digital enhancement;
around 13 are fair because the images
are either quite difficult to view with the
naked eye or quite soiled; approximately
10 are lacking.
Two albums related to the Phoenix
Indian School and its students. The
school was opened in 1891 and
McCowan was superintendent from
1897-1902. When he started, the school's focus was on vocational training,
with only four teachers for academic subjects. It followed the “outing”
system where students were sent to local businesses to get experience, earn
money and hopefully assimilate. Little assimilation occurred and more
often than not businesses abused the system for cheap labor. McCowan
changed this by focusing on academics, recruiting Mojaves and Hopis from
all over the Southwest, and expanding the school's infrastructure. By the
time he left, it had over 700 students and was the second largest in the
federal system.
Photos show young men
at sewing machines and
young women doing calisthenics. One appears to show African American
staff members. Over ten images show school grounds and at least two
show the construction of a building. Several show groups of students
hiking in the desert. One image shows a group of cyclists, and several
show the marching band and other bands. Others show a group of seated
young women singing while another plays the guitar, young men in a
rugby scrum, and one is a posed photo of the rugby or football team.
Another shows costumed performers on a stage with extraordinary head
gear and a few show military drilling. One group shot appears to show
McCowan and his family and a few photos appear to be unrelated to the
school.
While many images are a bit faint, only a few are so faint as to make them
impossible to see. We've experimented with a photo editor on several of
the fainter images, successfully reviving each and believe the same result as what you see below can be achieved for most, if
not all, of them:

Also note that outside of the digitally enhanced image above, no images included here have been enhanced.
The only holdings of original photographs depicting the school in this time frame that we could find on OCLC is a collection of
26 taken just after McCowan's tenure that are held by Yale.
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5. Scrapbook Related to the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition. St. Louis, Missouri: 1904. 10” x 12”. Quarter
leather over pebbled cloth. 84 pages with 21 black and white photographs, 52 typescript press releases (varied lengths totaling
around 38 pages), and approximately 210 different news clippings. Photos measure 3 5/8” x 4¾”. Album good: heavily
worn, with areas of loss and lacking its backstrip; ten leaves detached. Photos good to very good or better.
In 1902, Congress appropriated $40,000 for a Model Indian School exhibit at the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition (“LPE”)
held in St. Louis. They were hoping to highlight efforts of the government to solve the “Indian Problem” by contrasting older
Native Americans who worked with their hands, with the “solution” of younger students who attended the school. According
to one of McCowan's press releases included here, the exhibit offered “an opportunity never before presented in this country for
observation of the old Indian and the modern school trained Indian in vivid contrast.”
McCowan was tasked with creating the school and it was underfunded from the start. To cut costs he had students bring
their own bedding and also used Native American carpenters to complete the building. In order to populate the school, he
sent thousands of letters seeking Native Americans who represented a wide range of skills. The exhibit opened on June 1,
1904. Around 150 students attended the school whose teachers were mostly from McCowan's school at Chilocco. Visitors
could see students in classes as varied as grammar and cooking, and the baked goods produced were sold to underwrite the
costs of the school. Other demonstrations included embroidery and wagon making, with the finished products of these
classes sold to the public as well. Students also produced the only daily newspaper for the exposition.
McCowan's scrapbook documents the school in the month leading to its opening through June 1904. The clippings and press
releases follow the day-by-day events as different groups arrived for the school and the larger Anthropology Department. There
are articles and news photos related to the Native Americans from Chilocco working on buildings, an illustrated handbill for
the Chilocco baseball team, and one regarding leaders of the Sioux and Pawnee smoking a peace pipe and declaring
themselves friends. A number of articles are devoted to Geronimo's attendance. McGowan had to engage in extensive
negotiations to ensure his participation and the clippings and press releases here include various reasons for his attendance,
or lack thereof.
Press releases include the first performance of the Official World's Fair Indian Band and a description of lodge building by
Pawnees and Wichitas where “for this work, the oldest Indians of the tribe are brought, as the younger Indians under the effects
of civilization are losing the principles of hut and lodge building.” There are also several releases regarding performances, giving
names of performers, song titles and more.
The photographs include six images of parades at the LPE, external views of buildings and one image shows a makeshift
campground, presumably where the boys who did not want to sleep under the school's leaky roof spent their nights.

McCowan's approach to educating Native Americans can best be summed up in this passage from his speech on education, “I
believe in the Indian. I believe he can be educated. I believe the best Indian is a live Indian, provided he be alive to his
opportunities. I believe the time has come to close forever the door of yesterday, shutting out the graveyard of past failures and
bad policies, and open wide the door of tomorrow, disclosing the rosy light of a glorious man.”
A remarkable archive providing a wealth of visual and documentary first-hand source material on the Phoenix Indian School
and the 1904 Model Indian School exhibit, as well as other important insight into Native Americans in Arizona.
$16,500
For a few more images, please see page 47.
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26. [Women]

Briefer, Richard (aka Richard Norman, Dick Hamilton, Frank. N. Stein). Collection of Original
Artwork for Sexist Cartoons. Hollywood, Florida: (1950s). 31 drawings on paper, most are by
colored felt marker. Most measure around 14” x 19”. Very good: leaves lightly toned, most with
several pinholes not affecting images and evidence of scrapbook removal on versos.
A group of original cartoon art created by Dick Briefer. Briefer was best known as a comic book artist, with his Frankenstein
humor comics being the most popular of his work. These cartoons mostly feature either fantasy-proportioned bombshells or
tired, nagging housewives, along with several different cheating spouses. One shows a scantily clad woman sitting on the lap
of a bank manager; her husband, with hat in hand says, “I've made my last loan payment, can I have my wife back now?”
Another shows a man in his easy chair, watching buxom women on television while reading a magazine called “Looka”. His
angry wife holds a travel brochure in front of his face and the caption reads, “Second honeymoon? What was the matter with
the first one?” In another, Briefer objectified a young man on all fours inside of a pet store display window next to a sign that
reads “take home a pet.” The manager is speaking to a woman with her purse opened, and says, “No ma'm, he's just dressing
the window.”
While we cannot determine if they were published, they certainly capture the adult male zeitgeist of the era.
$1500

27. [Women]

Proctor, Nellie. Diary of a Young Schoolteacher.
Woodland, California: 1915. Two composition books,
each measuring 8¼” x 6¾”. Together they contain 246
handwritten pages, approximately 24,000 words. Several
items of ephemera included as well. Very good with light
wear.
A four month journal of Nellie Proctor, when she was 21 and teaching
in Yolo County, California. It begins with a flourish on March 1, 1915.
Nellie lived with her parents who took on boarders and she described
her new roommate, “Edith”, who “is rather short, very dark and quite
cute, but not pretty, on the Jewish type.” She became close to Edith,
often struggling to sleep when Edith was not in their room. Nellie was
hyper aware of male attention and apparently got a lot of it as she
noted a seemingly endless number of men who smile, wink, flirt,
follow and simply court her such as a Mr. Hudson, who, on a train,
“sat facing me and never took his eye off me. He got off and went up
on the bus with me. Sang little songs until I had to laugh. When I got off, he said 'goodbye little sweetheart'. I sure could love
him too.” On a trip to nearby Davis, “a drummer sized me up going down and farm boys nearly talked me to death. They were
not good looking and one kept following me around and smiling.”
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She attended numerous dances including one with an Andie where they
danced so much that he got blisters. After one night of partying Nellie and
Edith did not want to go home, so they walked the vicinity, only to be
frightened by a man they saw. They ran, only to learn that it was one of
the friends they left, drunk, stumbling to come see them.
Nellie shared her trips to the 1915 Panama-Pacific International
Exposition, listed the numerous movies and plays she attended as well as
her thoughts on them, and detailed a number of rides in cars and on
motorcycles. She regularly commented on the abilities of her students and
life at the school, and throughout regularly exhibited visceral reactions to
both strangers and intimates.
A deep immersion into four months of a young woman's life.
$475

28. [Women]

Upjohn, Kirby. Women's Lib? A Game of Women's
Rights. Cambridge, Mass: Urban Systems, Inc.,
(©1970 and 1971). 10½” x 8½” x 2”. Board game
containing seven player pamphlets, seven player pins,
game cards, individual and election tally sheet pads,
rules sheet and rules booklet; complete and unused.
Box very good with light wear, top with several pinsize indentations and a small gouge, bottom with a
couple of gouges and creases; contents generally near
fine or better.
This game was the brainchild of then-22 year old Kirby Upjohn
from Cambridge. According to contemporary newspaper accounts,
she created the game because “people have had it up to here with
women's liberation. They no longer want to read articles about it
because they are defensive. They place their own opinions into
everything they read about it. That's why I did my game. It's an
enlightenment—a psychodrama—and it gets people to approach the
subject in a different context.” Although she was concerned that
“staunch liberationists might be critical of making a game of their
movement” she hoped to “sensitize people to what she calls
existing sexual inequality.” She asked the Los Angeles Times to
put the game to a consumer test, and six of the seven players
disliked it for various
reasons including its
cumbersome rules
and the game never
caught on.
The players are
randomly assigned a
personality such as
male chauvinist, male liberationist, W.O.M.B. (women opposed to male bigots) or
W.I.S.E. (women interested in sexual equality). Each personality has its own six
page booklet with a caricature on the cover, and is expected to read it. The
booklets contain that personality's belief on myriad issues such as abortion, day
care and employment, as well as a table listing several job possibilities and what
that personality could expect to earn. For example, the moderate male believes “i'm all for women getting a few more rights,
but I really don't think men should have to suffer in the process,” while the W.O.M.B. thinks “if we have to, we will revolutionize
and modernize our whole society in the name of justice for oppressed women.” The game revolves around debate of statements
such as “equal pay for equal work” or “male participation in child care” with each player arguing based on his or her
character. We'd share more about the game, but it was at this point that we struggled to understand the rules.
It's nonetheless an outstanding attempt by one woman to get people debating the issues of the day. We think a version of the
game with simpler rules and modified issues would lend itself to the discussions envisioned by its creator, even if played
today. OCLC locates copies at Michigan State and Duke. $750
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29. [Women][Airlines]
SFWR. New York City: Stewardesses for Women's
Rights, Inc., 1973-1975. 11½” x 9½”. Three ring binder
with SFWR sticker applied to front cover. Binder
contains 12 issues of photomechanically reproduced
typescript printed both sides and most leaves measuring
11” x 8½” (a few are 14” x 8½”). The following
publication sequence is included: Vol. 1, Issues 1, 2, 6,
7; Volume 2, Issues 2-7, 9; Volume 3, Issue 8. Issues
run from four to 11 pages (approximately 105 total
pages). A ten page budget proposal for 1974/5 as well as
a promotional flyer are included as well. Very good: all
but three issues three-hole punched, with old folds from
mailing, occasional toning at extremities, a few pages
with soil spots and one leaf with some loss not affecting
text.
A substantial run of SFWR, the newsletter for Stewardesses for
Women's Rights. The group was founded in 1972 by Eastern Airlines
flight attendants Sandra Jarrell and Jan Fulsom in the wake of their lawsuit against Eastern for discriminatory weight and
grooming regulations. Supported by Gloria Steinem, they hosted their first national conference in New York City in March
1973. While only around 3% of flight attendants nationwide joined, and the group disbanded in 1976, it succeeded in gaining
national attention for issues affecting flight attendants. It made inroads at changing public perception from stewardess as sex
object to flight attendant who facilitated passenger safety and even produced and ran a television commercial on the issue. In
addition to the issuance of the regular newsletters offered here, SFWR provided resources for women who had lost their jobs
due to discriminatory policies.
These newsletters gave regular updates on advocacy efforts, contained order forms for SFWR swag, planned meetings and
encouraged women who felt they were subjected to discrimination to take action. The first issue, from February, 1973 laid the
foundation and purpose of SFWR while providing a call for new members.
OCLC shows three institutions in the United States with unknown runs of physical copies and a fourth with two issues.
Essential source material for this short-lived but important and influential advocacy group.
$625

30. [Women][Art]
Shearer, Ethel (1893-1952). Scrapbook Compiled
by Future
Member of the
Association of
San Francisco
Women
Artists. Los
Gatos,
California:
1906-1910. 11
7/8” x 9¼”.
Cloth over
boards. 38
pages with
approximately
81 items of
ephemera and three small photographs; a number of items have
short narrative captions. Very good: leaves a bit grubby, toned
and wavy; ephemera generally very good or better; lacking a few
items.
This is the scrapbook of Ethel Shearer of Los Gatos, California, compiled in the
early 20th century from the ages of 13 to 17. Shearer, who is listed in Hughes,
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“Artists in California, 1786-1940”, had her work exhibited at the opening of the San Francisco Museum of Art in 1935 and the
Oakland Art Gallery in 1936. She was a member of the Society of San Francisco Women Artists. Originally called the Sketch
Club and now known as San Francisco Women Artists, it is one of the oldest arts organizations in California. It presently
boasts over 300 members with the purpose of increasing the representation of women in the arts.
The book contains handwritten notes, greeting cards, theater programs, report cards, napkins, party favors, invitations,
feathers and more. The items reflect a young woman with a vibrant social life immersed in the arts. Many of the items have
short narrative captions such as, “A Midsummer Night's Dream. We enjoyed this farce very much this morning because we
knew nearly all of the characters.”
Several examples of Ethel's artwork are included as well. They include a pencil sketch of a miner and another of a child
playing with toys in a steel tub that took second place in a St. Nicholas Magazine competition; there's also a clipping from St.
Nicholas magazine with an image of one of her paintings. A full page watercolor self-portrait of Ethel in her gown for a
cotillion is also included.
A fine assemblage documenting the teen years of a young female artist.
$425

31. [Women][Art][Business]
Gruppé, Helen.
Correspondence Scrap Book
of Wife of Noted Painter and
Art Dealer. Various places:
mostly 1902-1903 and 19101911. 11” x 8 ½”. Quarter
cloth over marbled papercovered boards. 54 pages with
49 items of correspondence
and 27 other items of
ephemera adhesive mounted;
an additional 16 items of
correspondence and 10 items
of ephemera are laid in. Book
good: heavily worn with loss at
edges, front joint split but
holding, most corners of
leaves lost but only affecting
some characters in two letters.
Contents generally very good.
This is the correspondence archive of
Helen Gruppé, wife of artist Charles Paul Gruppé. Charles was an American painter living in the Netherlands during the
period covered by this archive and Helen was apparently staying at various hotels throughout the country. Gruppé, was also
a dealer who represented Dutch painters in the United States. As this scrapbook shows, Helen played an integral role in the
business, coordinating with museum directors, dealing with collectors and also promoting her musician son, Paulo.
Well over half the correspondence relates to coordinating exhibitions of Hendrik W. Mesdag. There are letters from directors
from the Detroit Museum of Art, Carnegie institute, Art Institute of Chicago, and Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts as well as
news clippings reviewing the exhibitions. Also included are six pieces of correspondence including two ALSs and a TLS from
George H. Story, the artist, and curator of paintings at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Other correspondence includes
thank yous, annoyed customers, reports of sales and more.
Correspondence from other notables include an ALS from music critic and musicologist Henry Edward Krehbiel; a TLS from
the first director of the Art Institute of Chicago, William M.R. French; an ALS from art dealer William Robert Deighton; a TLS
from Florence N. Levy, founder of the American Art Annual; an ALS from activist and suffragist Maud Nathan; and a TLS from
Edward Robinson, director of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.
Ephemera includes a number of calling cards, news clippings, programs and brochures.
A trove of ephemera and letters regarding a woman's work promoting an art business in the early 20 th century.
$650
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32. [Women][Business]
[Millinery]

Ewert, Mary J. Business
Records and Ephemera
of a Female Milliner.
Buffalo, New York: 19051912. Several account
books and various items
of ephemera including
promotional materials.
Generally very good or
better with any major
condition issues noted in
inventory.
A collection of business
records for Mary J. Ewert, a
Buffalo milliner whose
business was located at 676
Broadway. Ewert was born
around 1855 and the items
offered here begin around 1905. This collection documents the management of her business over several years. Its highlight
is a 1909 ledger which details the materials and costs used to make nearly 350 custom hats. Several customer accounts are
also listed, and a number of canceled checks and check book stubs detail her expenses. Marketing materials include her
large business card and several different invitations to various seasonal openings. Correspondence includes a letter with a
highly detailed description for a hat order. There's also a typed form letter from a collection agency seeking her business
which begins, “Dear Madam: Just a word to the cautious and professional man whose experience . . .”
A rare look at a woman-owned business at the turn of the century. An inventory is available.
$500

33. [Women][Business][Science]

Harman, Ida. Photographs, Ephemera and Artifacts Related to Female
Engineer, Inventor and Manager.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: late 1940s-early
1950s. Collection consists of: (1) 78 black and
white photographs, 65 of which are adhesive
mounted to pages of a vinyl corporate album,
the rest are loose; (2) eight different items of
ephemera and a few newspaper clippings; (3)
four examples of the final product. Photos
and examples of product near fine or better;
ephemera generally very good or better.
Ida Harman was an engineer working for Pittsburgh's
Vernon-Benshoff Company, a dental materials business.
She was tasked with finding a way to use the firm's
acrylic resin denture base, Vernonite,
for commercial purposes. Her boss
started the project as a hobby in the
1930s by developing a process to
embed items in plastic which could
later be removed without damaging
them. At the end of World War II he
passed the baton to Harman, who
came up with ways to safely encase a
variety of materials, ultimately encasing watch parts for teaching aids,
lighters, and like the examples included here, organic material and
figurines. They marketed and sold a line of these items calling them
“Castings in Vernonite”. She was later named manager of VernonBenshoff's Plastic Art Division and in a wonderful clipping from the
Pittsburgh Press included here she is quoted in the article, “Do Women
Really Make Good Bosses?”
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The photographs show Harman at work in the lab and factory as well as a number of examples
of finished products. Ephemera includes a few different types of marketing brochures, an
offprint of Harman's scholarly article regarding a methacrylate resin denture base that
appeared in The Journal of the American Dental Association and two pages of manuscript notes
regarding a meeting she had with the Dupont Corporation.
An interesting group documenting the efforts of a female scientist and business manager.
$725

34. [Women][Civil Rights]

Pay Equity Posters. N.P.: Service
Employees International Union, AFL-CIO,
CLC/9to5, National Association of Working Women, [1982]. 22” x
14”. Four (of four) black offset lithograph posters. Three of four near
fine with light wear and faint surface imperfections; the fourth very
good plus with a diagonal crease at lower right affecting neither
image nor text.
The SEIU and 9to5, National Association of Working Women joined forces to create
these posters which juxtapose stirring images with antithetical text. The first shows
a speaking Martin Luther King, Jr. underneath “An Agitator is the lowest form of
humanity.” Smiling women at an ERA march are seen under “What a man needs is
to come home and get a couple of martinis from a woman who is reasonably well
rested.” The third shows young children with bags of picked cotton in a field under
“The passage of this amendment (child labor) would be a calamity to our nation.” The
last shows grease-caked child rail workers under “They don't suffer; they can't even
speak English.”
While OCLC records no holdings, a google search reveals sets at Wayne State and
the Oakland Museum of California.
$500

35. [Women][Cults]
David, Moses [Berg, David]. Artist, Eman [Hugo
Westphal] (illustrator). Revolutionary Women.
London and San Juan, Puerto Rico: The Children of
God, 1973. 8¼” x 6”. Self wrappers. pp. [14]. Near
fine: lightly toned, miscut along bottom edge; Children
of God ink stamp with Austin, Texas address on rear
wrapper.
This is a rare “MO Letter”, a tract by the Family of God founder,
David Berg, intended to preach his gospel to followers. The cult,
about which reams have been written, started innocently enough in
the late 1960s but ultimately engaged in incest, child molestation,
and having women sleep with potential male recruits to lure them
in. At its peak, it had over 10,000 members who were required to
surrender their personal belongings and money to the leaders of
over 1600 small communes spread over the world. Berg's
daughter, who was raised in the community, called it a “world-wide
prostitution network.”
This exhortation of Berg's gospel is a creepy tribute to misogyny
with rambling directions on how women should dress as well as
how they should treat their husbands. It begins with the direction
that larger women should hide their bodies with clothes while “the
small girl should wear small tight-fitting dresses and as little
clothing as possible.” Berg admonished that “nudity, nakedness and sex can be absolutely beautiful or absolutely sickening. I
don't see anything beautiful about these crotch shots . . . the great artists never have emphasized that part. It has never been
considered all that beautiful!” He warned “WOE BE UNTO THE WIFE WHO BECOMES MORE INTERESTED IN HER CHLDREN
THAN HER HUSBAND!--She may also find her husband is becoming more interested in somebody else than in her.” He also
mused on polygamy, service to god and more.
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His stream of consciousness is interspersed with comic illustrations by Hugo Westphal. Westphal was an artist from Texas
who was ultimately excommunicated by Berg after repeated instances of abuse of women and children. Berg wrote of
Westphal, “you could hardly believe that a man like that who could draw such gorgeous pictures & be such a marvelous inspired
artist could let himself go like that with such a horrible temper & beat up every woman we ever gave him or ever tried to live with
him, & threw his children across the room & all kinds of horrible things!--We just couldn't take it any longer, that's all!”
OCLC records no copies. A bizarre and disturbing product of the mind of a cult leader.
$400

36. [Women][Del Martin]
Bay Area Women*s Liberation Newsletter No. 1. San
Francisco, California: Bay Area Women's Liberation, 1971.
14” x 8½”. Three leaves of photomechanically reproduced
typescript printed both sides and stapled in upper left corner.
pp. 6. Very good: old horizontal fold at center, final leaf
detached.
According to the document, this periodical was an attempt to gather
information from women and women's groups in the Bay Area. It was
created by the staff of the then-defunct San Francisco Women's Liberation
newsletter. The creators also planned to have a telephone hotline for
women seeking housing, child care and other needs. This issue listed
meetings of a number of activist groups as well as news items, classifieds
and recommended reading. One article requested women to be co-plaintiffs
in a class action to challenge California's abortion laws. Apparently, the
periodical never got off the ground as we are unable to locate any
subsequent issues.
This copy has the address label of feminist and LGBTQ activist Del Martin.
Martin, along with her wife, Phyllis Lyon, founded the Daughters of Bilitis,
the first social and political organization for lesbians in the United States.
She was the first open lesbian to be elected to the board of the National
Organization for Women and the first openly gay woman on the San
Francisco Commission on the Status of Women.
While OCLC lists a number of microfilm and computer copies, it lists no
physical copies and the only one we could locate is part Duke University's LGBT periodicals collection. Presumably there is
another at the National Women's History Project as the OCLC digital listing states it was derived from their copy.
Rare and with an outstanding association.
$400

37. [Women][Education]
[McKeen, Philena]. Breakfast in Honor of Miss McKeen. . . Boston:
Kyser & Dickenson, 1892. 9” x 4¾, folded. Single swath of silk, folded,
making four pages all printed; internal pages silk moire. Near fine: fresh,
with two tiny puncture holes along top edge, a faint soil spot affecting
neither text nor image, loss of ½” of frill on second leaf.
Abbot Academy was one of the first institutions in New England devoted solely to educating
girls and young women. In 1859, Philena McKeen became the school's headmistress and
along with her sister Phoebe turned the school into a nationally known academic
powerhouse. This program marked the end of an era—the retirement of Phoebe. The
internal pages list the menu, organizing committee and guests. The last page has a
photographic image of the school.
OCLC shows no copies.
$250
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38. [Women][Music]
Killen, Junia. Young Woman's Sheet
Music Collection. Kent, Delaware: circa
1800. 13” x 10”. Patterned paper over
several glued sheets of newspaper, with
printed paper name label on front cover.
Approximately 76 leaves consisting of 35
different titles. Book good: heavily worn
with front cover detached and portion of
label perished; music generally good
plus or better, the two pieces related to
George Washington lacking respective
illustrated medallions, and significant
issues listed in inventory.
A collection of late 18th and early 19th century
sheet music compiled by Junia Killen who was
born in Kent, Delaware in 1771 and died there in
1826. Killen's father, William, was the first chief
justice of the Delaware Supreme Court, as well as
its first chancellor. Most of the 35 pieces were
printed in London or Philadelphia. Two relate to
George Washington and two songs by Charles
Dibdin are signed by him.
A diverse collection curated by a young woman at
the start of the 19th century. An inventory is
available. $1750

39. [Women][Music][Feminism]
Taylor, Pat Ellis; Rensberger, Mae; Emerson, Dorothy
(editors). Austin Women's Songbook [Cover Title]. Austin,
Texas: Eva House Collective, (circa 1983). 11” x 8¼”.
Apparently issued in wrappers, now in library boards with
the front wrapper laminated to the front cover. ii, 30 pp.
Text is photomechanically reproduced typescript and music.
Ex-library with the usual treatments, otherwise very good
with moderately worn covers and fine internally.
A collection of music and lyrics by female Texan singer-songwriters, most
with a feminist bent. The editors drew from the International Women's
Music Conference and the Austin Women's Music Festival and in many
instances had to push the composers to write down words and lyrics that
previously only existed in their heads or when they performed.
Most of the songs are complemented by either a short artist's biography,
commentary on the song, or both. The song “Wild Wild Women” has the
admonition, “this song is a little hard to do because you have to get pissed
off to sing it”. Songwriters include Ruth Huber who at the time was
composing music for a church with an emphasis on female saints and god
as a female. She described herself in the book as “34, a Pisces, classically
trained musician/songwriter for 6 years, feminist for 4, lesbian for 3.
Finding out what it is to be a spiritual-political woman.” There are also
three songs by Nancy Scott, who still performs in Austin with a devoted
following.
OCLC locates two copies.
$375
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40. [Women][Native Americans][Texana][Militaria]
Dent, Helen Louisa Lynde (1836-1922) and Dent, Frederick Tracy (1820-1892). Sketch and
Sentiment Book Compiled by a Woman on the Frontier. Texas, Oregon and Washington: 18511858. 9¼” x 7¼”. Full morocco “Jenny Lind Album” commonplace book. 166 pages with 42 mostly
pencil drawings (a few are pen and ink) or partial drawings, 3 watercolors and 18 manuscript entries;
106 pages are blank. Book good: heavily worn, backstrip perished, two leaves detached; internally very
good or better. A detailed inventory of all the sketches is available.
This is Helen Louisa Lynde Dent's sketch and sentiment book. It documents her family's life on the frontier while living in
military forts, and includes vernacular portraits of a number of notable participants in the settling of West Texas, Oregon and
Washington.
Louisa was born into an army family and possibly grew up on
the frontier. Her father, Isaac Lynde, spent his career in the
military, graduating West Point in 1827 and was stationed at
Fort Howard in Wisconsin Territory when Louisa was born in
1836. She likely grew up on frontier forts in Wisconsin,
Michigan, Oklahoma and Texas as census records reflect her
mother in the same location as her father as late as 1844. In
1853 she married Frederick Tracy Dent, (note that we call
him “Fred” from this point, as that is what he called himself
in this book). We guess that Fred and Louisa met at either
Fort Belknap or Fort McIntosh on the West Texas frontier as
both Fred and Julia's father were stationed there in 1852 and
1853. Fred was a 1st lieutenant in the 5th Infantry when they
were married and was promoted to Captain in the 9th Infantry
in 1855. From 1869-1873 he served as a military secretary
to President Grant and retired in 1883 as a General.
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Fred was a close friend of Ulysses Grant at West Point and Grant's first assignment was in Missouri, where Dent's family lived.
Visiting the Dents, Grant met Fred's sister, Julia and got engaged to her in 1844. Grant's parents did not attend the wedding
in 1848 because his father, a fervent abolitionist, disapproved of the Dents owning slaves.
The book contains at least 11 images of Native Americans and seven of military men, most of whom are named. At a
minimum, we know the Dents lived at Forts Belknap, McIntosh and Phantom Hill in Texas; Forts Dalles and Hoskins in
Oregon; and Fort Walla Walla in Washington. At least six of the drawings were made in Texas. The book also contains a few
sketches of their living arrangements including an outstanding full page drawing of a man in sleeping quarters at Fort
Phantom Hill, which was located at the Clear Fork of the Brazos River in Jones County, Texas. He sits on a stool by the fire,
holding an umbrella, and streams of water can be seen coming through the roof. Outside of an 1853 watercolor held by the
Fort Phantom foundation, we are unaware of any other images of Fort Phantom Hill from this time.
There is a graphic image of a Native American man, an arrow-filled quiver strapped to his back and with a newly taken scalp
dripping blood in his left hand, a blood-drenched knife in his right (please see our back cover for this drawing). There's also
an 1857 drawing of buildings at Fort Dalles. Most of the manuscript entries date to 1851 and 1852 and are friendship
tributes to Julia from her classmates at Baltimore Female College.
The book shines in its portraiture of important players on the Western frontier
including:
Buffalo Hump: a small sketch on a cut sheet with a profile of Buffalo Hump
(Potsʉnakwahipʉ) with the caption “Potsinaquah or Buffaloe Hump/Head Chief
of the Lower Comanches/Taken at Phantom Hill Clear Fork of the/Brazos River
Texas Feb 13th 1852”. Buffalo Hump was a war chief of the Penateka band of
the Comanches who led the Great Raid of 1840. The raid came about when
around 30 members of a mostly unarmed peace delegation were killed at
Council House in San Antonio. The raid went from the West Texas Plains to
the southeast coast and included the complete destruction of Linneville which
was the second largest port in Texas at the time. Buffalo Hump later led
Comanche delegations in signing peace treaties with both the Republic of
Texas and the United States. This drawing was made just a few years before
he led his people to the reservation on the Brazos created for the Comanches in
1856. Poor conditions there led to his moving his remaining followers to a
reservation in Oklahoma in 1858.
Lt. Colonel Martin Scott: Scott was a reclusive expert marksmen who was
loved by his men, but often shunned by other
officers. He died leading his troops during the
Mexican-American War at the Battle of Molino
del Rey on September 8, 1847. Fred was
severely wounded in the same battle and was brevetted to Captain for gallant and meritorious
conduct. Fort Martin Scott, near Fredericksburg, is named for Colonel Scott.
Captain Benjamin A. Wingate: Fort Wingate in New Mexico is named for him. He died in
1863 at the Battle of Valverde, near Fort Craig, which was the first major engagement in the
Civil War in the far West.
Captain John, a Nez Perce Chief: almost certainly refers to
the Captain John who assisted the United States
military. This drawing was done at Fort Dalles in
October 1856 and we've found record of Captain John
fighting with the 9th Infantry in skirmishes with the
Spokane, Coeur d’ Alenes and Pelouse in Washington
Territory in 1858. Captain John shows up in a number
of frontier histories and is probably best known for
being the go between in the negotiations that led to the
surrender of Chief Joseph in 1877. We've been unable
to locate any other images of Captain John.
Timothy, Nez Perce Orator: We think this is
Tamootsin as the man shown here bears a vague
resemblance to the sketch of Tamootsin made at the
Walla Walla Council in 1855. He was also the camp
crier for the Council and recorded the proceedings for
the Nez Perce. He was the first Nez Perce to convert to
Christianity. As a guide for Col. Steptoe's troops who
were heading north to protect settlers near Colville, Timothy is credited with saving the
group from an ambush of 1200 Native Americans angry at the incursion into their land.
Two other drawings show Timothy's son and daughter respectively.
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Black Beaver: known to his people as Suck-tum-mah-kway, he was fluent in
English, French and Spanish as well as several Native American languages. These
skills allowed him to assist a number of settlers and expeditions heading west and
he's credited with establishing the California Trail. During the Mexican-American
war, he led a unit of Native American volunteers as a captain in the U.S. Army.
Marcy used him as his guide for his exploration expeditions in Texas in 1849,
1852 and 1854. This drawing was made of him in Texas in 1851.
Homily (Homli): Homily became head chief
of the Walla Wallas after Yellow Bird was
killed at the battle of Walla Walla in
December, 1855.
There are at least two distinct drawing
styles in the book. At least two sketches
were made by Fred as one of them is signed
“Fred”, the other initialed “FTD”. An 1854
sketch of the outside of the Dents' living
quarters at Fort McIntosh in Laredo, Texas
appears to provide evidence of Julia's
participation in the drawings. Its caption
reads, “Maggie's birth place . . . Dr. Taylor's
quarters/quarters of Capt's Lynde [Louisa's
maiden name] and Dent/Fort
McIntosh/Laredo Texas”. Another argument
for the likelihood of Julia making some of the drawings is that sketching and drawing
were an integral part of a young woman's education at this time. While we cannot
definitively say whether Louisa made any sketches, we are confident that most, if not
all, of the other sketches were taken from life as Fred's military standing would lend
itself to people of this import sitting for short sketches.
Some scholars have presented frontier army officers wives as being outsiders and
alienated from military life and society. Anni P. Baker, in her study of frontier military officers' wives argues otherwise stating
these women viewed “themselves as an essential element of [military] culture--'members of the regiment' . . . [and] described
themselves as members of the army in particular, distinct from the delicate and dependent ladies of the East and the rough,
uncouth pioneers of the West.” This book reflects that assertion. Whether Louisa made the unsigned sketches or simply
collected them, this was a cherished object that survived life on the frontier with unique views of forts as well as portraits of
some of its major participants.
$25,000

41. [Women][Nursing]

Photo Album Depicting Bethesda Hospital School of Nursing.
Cincinnati, Ohio: [1920s]. 6¾” x 9 7/8” String-tied flexible card
covers. 24 pages, each with an adhesive mounted photograph
measuring 6” x 8” with no captions. Album very good plus with
light wear and a 1½” split to covers at head of spine; leaves and
photos a bit wavy, otherwise
internally very good plus or
better.
This album shows nursing
students at Cincinnati's Bethesda
Hospital School of Nursing. It
begins with a group shot of the
class and a couple of shots show the women taking instruction inside
classrooms. Others show them with patients both young and old, in a room
full of newborns and in the operating room assisting doctors. One shows a
man about to perform an autopsy.
The front desk and other offices are depicted, as is the kitchen, and one
outstanding shot shot shows nurses in the pharmacy with jar-lined shelves.
The women are shown eating in the group dining room, performing
calisthenics, and one playful image shows women in a room with a piano, with most of them holding stringed instruments.
An outstanding group of large images depicting nursing students.
$750
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42. [Women][Nursing][Spanish-American War][Native Americans]
Photo Album Likely Compiled by An American Nurse Serving in the Spanish-American War.
Various: 1898-1899. 7¼” x 11¼”. Screw bound, quarter leather over pebbled cloth, spine and joints
inartfully strengthened with cloth tape; thick card leaves. 40 pages with 108 black and white
photographs and six images clipped from magazines all adhesive mounted. Most photos measure
around 3 5/8” x 4 3/4” and most are captioned; six are commercially produced real photos. Album
good: heavy edge wear with loss at corners; spine and joints strengthened with cloth tape;
approximately three quarters of the photos are very good or better, the rest are good with varying
degrees of exposure issues and/or surface scuffs and all but a few of these have discernible, if not
crisp, images.
American female nurses served in the Spanish-American War to fill the shortage created by the lack of male nurses. While
Congress would not allow women to join the military, it authorized the hiring of female nurses as contractors, and Dr. Anita
Newcomb McGee headed the recruitment drive in conjunction with the Daughters of the American Revolution. They called it
the “D.A.R. Hospital Corps.” By the end of August 1898, the Army Nurse Corps was established as part of the Surgeon
General's office. Approximately 1560 nurses served, and 153 died—all
from disease. Later, McGee wrote the section on nursing for the Army
Reorganization Act which Congress passed in 1901, officially
establishing the Army Nurse Corps as part of the military.
This album shows nurses at Camp Cuba Libre near Jacksonville,
Florida and Camp Onward in Savannah, Georgia. There are also
photos of the cities themselves as well as some images of Havana. We
believe this album was created by one of those nurses, with at least 25
photos showing women. Several captions distinctly point to one of the
women we see in the photos as the album's compiler including one at
Camp Onward where we see the women with their luggage outside of
tents with the caption, “without a home/as we landed at Camp
Onward.”
There are approximately 40 photos of camps Cuba Libre and Onward.
In addition to the photos of nurses and other medical personnel, there
are photos of a guard house, the post office, a group shot of men with
rakes, soldiers dining, and a patient being carried to a hospital train.
We also see the disinfecting tent, soldiers cooking and a few photos show
the women leaving Camp Cuba Libre in a military carriage.
Of
particular
note is an
image of the
four Native
American
nuns who
served.
These four
women,
Susan
Bordeaux
(the
Reverend
Mother M.
Anthony),
Ella Clark
(the
Reverend Sister M. Gertrude), Anna B. Pleets (the Reverend
Mother M. Bridget), and Josephine Two Bears (the Reverend
Sister M. Joseph) came from the Congregation of American
Sisters of Fort Pierre, South Dakota. Although they had no
formal medical training, they had three years experience
learning to treat patients in homes and hospitals near Fort
Pierre. While they first served at Camp Cuba Libre, they were
soon transferred to Havana where Susan Bordeaux died of
complications related to tuberculosis. All four were awarded the Cross of the Order of Spanish-American War Nurses for
bravery and heroism in the hospital and on the field. We are aware of only one other extant image of these women.
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In addition to the camp images, there are a number of outstanding street scenes of Jacksonville and a few of Savannah.
There are also several vernacular, and six commercial, images of Cuba as well as a shot of the hospital ship, Missouri, on its
way to Cuba. Only around 76 of the women who served ended up in Cuba but we'll leave it up to future scholars to argue if
our compiler served in Cuba.
OCLC reveals minimal holdings for images of camps Cuba Libre and Onward as well as Spanish-American War nurses. We
find nothing in the auction records or presently in the trade regarding images of female nurses in the Spanish-American War.
Rare and compelling imagery documenting a critical moment in the history of women in the United States military.
$4500

43. [Women][Sports]

Real Photo Trade Card Featuring Female Football Player. Aurora,
Illinois: Richards-Wilcox Mfg Co., 1913. 5 3/8” x 3¼”. Trade card printed
both sides. Very good with small crease in upper left corner of image.
A trade card for the Richards-Wilcox Manufacturing Company, which is still in business today.
The company apparently produced monthly trade cards featuring women at different times up
until the 1920s, with several of them in sports poses. Interestingly, all the ad fodder refers to a
man.
We've located one other example of this card on a collector site and none on OCLC. Considering
the company issued them monthly, these are quite scarce.
An exceptionally early use of a female American football player in
marketing.
$350

44. [Women][Suffrage]
Blackwell, Alice Stone (editor). The Woman's Column.
Vol. VIII N. 8. February 23, 1895. Boston, Mass: Alice
Stone Blackwell, 1895. 12 7/8” x 8 7/8”. Single sheet folded, making four pages.
Very good plus: lightly worn, folded horizontally at center, small dog ear on first
page.
A periodical published by an important suffragette, The Woman's Column started as an offshoot of The
Woman's Journal which was run by Alice Stone Blackwell's parents and where she joined the editorial
staff in 1883. It was sent to other newspapers for free in exchange for them printing some of its news,
thereby increasing coverage of suffrage issues. It became its own entity in 1888. This issue contains
a rare printing of Alice E. Ives suffrage play, “A Very New Woman” which was initially published in the newspaper, The New
York Recorder and was published as separate piece by The Woman's Journal a month earlier as part of its Woman Suffrage
Leaflet series.
Surprisingly rare: OCLC locates only one physical copy of this periodical, at Northwestern, and we find another at the Ann
Lewis Women's Suffrage Collection. $500
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45. [Women][World War II]
Girls of the Army and Navy. Chicago, Illinois:
The Merrill Publishing Company, (© 1943).
14¼” x 10¼”. Stapled card wrappers. pp. [48]
Very good: unused, with moderate edge wear
and a few faint soils spots to wrappers, penciled
name at the top of the front wrapper and lightly
toned leaves; center bifolium detached.
47 large drawings of WAACs, WAVES, SPARs and Marines
going through training, engaging in various duties such as
car repair and air traffic control and enjoying down time.
The stunning cover illustration is repeated on the rear
wrapper.
OCLC records no copies.
$500

46. [Women][World War II][Canadian Women's Army Corps]
Chubb, Myra. Photo Album Depicting Women in the CWAC.
Canada: 1944-1945. Two albums: the first steel spiral with flexible
card covers measuring 7” x 10½”, the other 7¼” x 11¾” string tied
leather over flexible card. Together they contain 136 pages with 473
black and white photographs with around three quarters adhesive
mounted, the rest inserted into corner mounts. Most photos measure
from 2¼” x 3¼” to 4¾” x 6¾” and a small number are captioned or
inscribed with names. Steel spiral album very good plus with light
wear, the other is very good with moderate edge wear and some
detached leaves. Photos generally near fine or better, eleven are
lacking.
Within months of Canada entering
World War II, volunteer women's
groups sprang up across the country
as auxiliaries to the military. At their
own expense the women trained in
courses such as Morse code and cartography. Led by Joan Kennedy, women
urged the Canadian government to allow them to officially serve in the army.
Their activism and the labor shortage led the government to create the
Canadian Women's Army Corps in August 1941. Most women trained in either
Kitchener, Ontario or Vermilion, Alberta and most of the nearly 22,000 who
served ended up in the
military equivalent of office
jobs. They received less
pay than men in similar
positions and received no dependent benefits.
These albums were
compiled by Myra Chubb
of Toronto. Around two
thirds of the photos show
women in uniform with a
number of well composed
group shots, formal and
informal portraits, and
shots around their bases.
One photo shows the
bagpipe band and two
are devoted to a gas drill. Others show the women standing at attention,
marching, driving jeeps, and one shows the inside of a barracks. There's a
series showing a few women at an airfield and several show them working in
an office. There are also pictures of furloughs including trips to Mount Ball
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and Yoho National Park.
We've located a photo of Chubb online that identifies her as
being with No. 1 CGRU which possibly stood for Canadian
Graves Registration Unit. A number of women in the album
are identified by name, including a group photo and a greeting
card with numerous names and hometowns, so we imagine
further research would identify exactly where and with whom
Chubb and her colleagues were serving.
A trove of outstanding images of pioneering Canadian women.
$1350

47.[Women][World War II]
[Marine Corps Women's
Reserve]
Lind, Dorothy Jean (1924-1990). Photo Album Compiled by Female Marine.
Mostly Quantico, Virginia: circa 1943-1945. 5¼” x 8¾”. String-tied faux leather
over thick card. 85 pages with 156 black and white photographs inserted into
corner mounts. Photos measure from 2½” x 3½” to 4¾ x 3 7/8” and a few dozen
are captioned either directly on the photo or on photo verso. Album and contents
fine save for one photo that is creased.
The United States Marine Corps Women's Reserve (“WR”) was created by legislation signed by FDR
in July 1942, but it did not form until February 1943.
Unlike their counterparts in other branches of the
military, the women were simply called “marines”
and ultimately provided with uniforms that were
very similar to the men's. The response to the WR's
creation was so overwhelming that the corps was
unable to keep up with the number of women who
volunteered. African American and Japanese
American women were not accepted.
This album was compiled by Dorothy Lind of
Rochester, New York. We know that her older
sister, Marion, enlisted in the WR in March 1943
and served at Pearl Harbor, but we can find little
about Dorothy. We know Dorothy served at Quantico because of one photo that shows a group
of marines holding a welcome sign for the Marine Air-Infantry School. While we don't know
Dorothy's specific assignment at Quantico, by 1944 around 1,000 female marines were serving
there in administrative and technical billets.
At least 80 photos in the album show
women in uniform and they are seen
working in offices, posing at the
Potomac, and taking day trips
together. There are several shots of
the women at Camp LeJeune and one outstanding image shows
them marching. A couple show them on bunk beds in barracks,
having a picnic, and around 20 photos show the men on base.
We imagine a researcher with deeper resources could learn more
about Dorothy's group, as there are at least 10 women identified by
name.
A vibrant collection depicting female marines during World War II.
$875
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48. [Women][World War II][Nursing]

NAC Notes [Newsletter for the Sacramento
Chapter of the American Red Cross'
Nurse's Aides Corps.] [Sacramento,
California]: Sacramento Chapter Volunteer
Nurse's Aides of the American National Red
Cross, 1943-1945. 13” x 8½”. Stapled,
photomechanically reproduced typescript
with around half the issues printed rectos
only and with the following publication
sequence: Vol. 1, Issues 10-12; Volume 2,
Issues 1-12; Volume 3, Issues 1-7. Most
issues are four to eight pages. Very good:
most with old folds, light to moderate wear, a
few lacking staples, occasional penciled notes
on versos.
A 22 issue run of NAC Notes, the newsletter for the
Sacramento chapter of the Red Cross Nurse's Aide
Corps. The United States military buildup and ultimate
entry into the war created a drain on stateside nurses.
To meet the gap, the Office of Civilian Defense asked the
Red Cross to ramp up its Nurse's Aide Corps by
compressing the training time, with a goal of minting 100,000 new volunteers in 1942 alone. Women had to be between 18
and 50 years old, have a high school degree, and commit to 150 hours of service a year, preferably over a 3 month period.
Over a seven week period, they were required to take 34 hours of classroom instruction, followed by 45 hours of supervised
practice in hospital training centers and then pass a test prior to their acceptance into the corps. Nationwide, over 200,000
volunteers in the NAC assisted in over 2500 civilian and military hospitals. Depending on the source, the creation of nurse's
aides as a profession was a byproduct of the program.
These newsletters detailed monthly meetings, gave profiles of top volunteers, and logged volunteers by name as well as their
monthly hours. They shared news of the national organization as well as brush ups on procedures like taking a temperature,
admissions, and medical terminology. They document a frenetic group faced with a constant and growing need for more
volunteers. The Sacramento chapter also struggled with absenteeism, and most issues had some form of admonition
regarding following procedures such as “girls, whether this was impressed upon you during your training or not, you are NOT
to smoke in uniform, much less in the dining room of a hospital” or “don't tell your patients about your indigestion, 'How are you!'
is a greeting, not a question.”
Several issues contain at least one line drawing of a NAC in action and two celebratory issues
feature full page cover art.
OCLC locates no copies of this newsletter and a search for “nurse's aide corps” uncovers only one
copy of a chapter newsletter for the Hartford Connecticut chapter.
Prime source material on this well staffed but underdocumented organization of women
contributing on the home front.
$850

49. [Women][World War II][WACs]

1943 WAAC Calendar. N.P.: Willett & Marshall, [1942]. 9¼” x 7 5/8”.
Twelve leaves, string tied, printed one side only on heavy textured paper. Near
fine: minimal wear, thin strip of toning at the top of all leaves, one page with
penciled name.
A calendar of line drawings depicting WAACs and possibly created by them. While we were
unable to uncover anything about the purpose or production of the calendar, we find it
significant that the November 21, 1942 issue of The Des Moines Register has a photo Catherine
Willett and Lorraine Marshall (the names in the lower corner of each drawing) at Fort Des
Moines, drawing a large wall map for a current events course for officer candidates. Images
include calisthenics, getting engaged, making a list of new year's resolutions and carving a
pumpkin.
OCLC and internet searches reveal no other copies. $275
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50. [Women][World War II][WACs]
Buechly, Ruth Davis. Journal and Scrap Book of a WAC. Various:
1944-1945. 5 7/8” x 4½”. Faux leather “My Life in the Service”
book. Approximately 250 pages, some of which contain printed
matter. 35 pages with handwritten journal entries and
approximately 55 pages with ephemera adhesive mounted; 21 black
and white photographs adhesive mounted and another 9 laid in
Photos measure from 2¾” x 2” to 4½” x 2¾” and nearly all photos
and ephemera are captioned. Book and all items generally very good
or better.
A densely packed wartime
diary and scrap book of Ruth
Buechly. Ruth, from Miami,
Florida, enlisted in the WAC
in 1944, completing her
training at Ft. Oglethorpe in
October. She was then
assigned to WAC recruiting in
both Minneapolis and St.
Paul. In December 1944 she
went to Signal School at Camp Crowder, and was sent to Fort Des
Moines in March 1945.
Her journal entries begin in November 1944 in St. Paul and are mostly
short notes about travels and her feelings on army life. On a train to Camp
Crowder a “drunk GI poured beer all over me and then began to undress beginning
with his blouse and then trouser zipper –waved man's most precious possession
about for all to view before M.P. noticed.” Arrival at Crowder was no better, “basic
started all over again, frigid
barracks, mess lines, double
deckers. I wonder if I'll survive
it? Rumors are thick and wild.”
She also described her long
days at the school: eight 50
minute classes every day, six
days a week as well as drilling.
In January 1945 she attended
her first dance, anxious as the
men shuffled in, “the stag line
starts at the door and with a
solid unsmiling frown professes
to the middle of the dance floor
—How I
despised it! A few nice looking civilian girls, a few
frankly loose looking ones, many dowdy, frustrated,
poor looking girls—well at least the WACs can stand
proudly in their immaculate uniforms and feel
superior to these! Even if the men won't give 'em a
tumble.” In February she got to go home and
scrawled, “The Army has lived up to all my
expectations—it has given me everything I hoped it
would: freedom from responsibility, travel,
excitement, fun, and a man! And at times it damn
near killed me!”
Near the end of the book is a stream of
consciousness entitled “Basic Days. Just Words”
where she listed over 200 memories of her time in
the WAC.
Interspersed throughout are items of ephemera, nearly all with a caption that further brings her experiences to life. Included
are uniform patches, a weekend pass, ticket stubs and pages from her rations book. She also included the card she was given
her first day of basic, listing her group and barracks numbers. The photos show the women drilling, at mail call, wearing gas
masks and more. $750
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51. [Women][World War II][WACs]
Eaton, Thelma. Photo Album and Scrapbook of Air-WAC Officer
Including Detailed Narratives. Various: 1943-1944. 10¼” x 8½”.
String-tied faux leather album. 72 pages with 155 black and white
photos inserted into corner mounts, followed by 42 pages of news
clippings; 11 pages of typescript narratives with approximately 8,000
words also bound in. Most photos measure from 3¾” x 2¾” to 4¾” x
3 3/8” and include a folded panorama measuring 8” x 39”. Album
and contents generally near fine or better save for panorama which is
good due to creases at folds.
Thelma Eaton was a member of the
WAC in the Army Air Force. After officer candidate school she served at
Kearney Army Air Field in Nebraska and Second Air Force headquarters in
Colorado Springs. The album starts with her basic training in March 1943 at
Daytona Beach and includes a photo of women newly arrived to camp, in
civilian clothing surrounded by their luggage. There's also a large panorama,
over three feet long, of her training company.
Photos at the air bases show women marching, mail call, and the inside of
barracks. There are a number of formal and informal portraits, group photos
and a multi-shot series of work detail showing digging, raking, and scrubbing
benches and building columns. Eaton also included her training ID card,
the card she was given on arrival at basic assigning her to her group and an
Air Force patch. The news clippings
all appear to be from base
newspapers and all are WAC related,
from profiles of Air-WACs, to sports
reports, as well as a detailed explanation
of the term “Air-WAC” and how it was not
a separate branch of the armed forces.
Near the end of the album are 11 pages of
typescript that give invaluable insight
into WAC life. The first six pages are
devoted to four letters Eaton received and
transcribed from a fellow officer named
Claire, regarding Claire's overseas
experience. Claire was part of the first
contingent of WACs to arrive in Australia
in May 1944 and her first letter shared that her morale was low as she had not yet
received her assignment and had little to do. New Guinea, where she worked as a mail censor, was not much better:
“to be perfectly honest it is somewhat like a concentration or POW camp and despite our supposed bars we are
back in the state of enlisted women. We are three to a room and everything has to be hung on strings to avoid
feeding our various room mates: ants, lizards, and the like. I have just glanced up after
slapping an array of red ants starting up my legs and our room looks just like a pawn shop. I
think one of these days I will get lost in the jungle of damp and clammy clothes suspended
from lines, hooks and nails or lose myself in yards of mosquito netting.”
She provided great detail on the hardships of living there including her looking “a sickly shade of saffron
yellow” from taking atabrine as well commenting on the food and social activities. It wasn't all unpleasant
as she also vividly relayed the beauty of some of her surroundings.
Eaton provided a five page suspenseful account of an inspection in her barracks, detailing each moment as well as the
movements and reactions of the inspectors and her fellow soldiers:
“Now the officer has finished. But, no, one thing remains. The corporal lifts her voice, 'About, face.' We whirl.
The reviewing party stalks the length of the room and back, scrutinizing each back to see if a chance hair has
touched the collar of any unlucky girl. Again the command, 'About face.' With no word to us, poor unworthy
creatures that we are, the officer opens the door and leaves.”
Outstanding documentation of Air-WACs, as well as firsthand insight of one WAC's experience in Australia and New Guinea.
$1750
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52. [Women][World War II][WACs]
Messina, Emily. WAC Memoir and Photographs.
Mostly Fort Des Moines, Iowa and Amarillo, Texas:
1943-1945, though memoir written in 1952 and 1954.
Collection consists of five items: (1) Manuscript
Unpublished Memoir Written in 1952. 8½” x 4¼”.
Faux leather over thick card. 138 handwritten pages,
approximately 27,000 words. Ten black and white
photographs laid in. (2) Typewritten Extension of
Memoir Written in 1954. 11” x 8½”. 11 leaves of
typescript, printed rectos only, approximately 4,000
words. (3) 47 loose black and white photographs
measuring from 3½” x 2½” to 8” x 10”. (4)
Employment Portfolio. 11½” x 9”. Steel prong, thick
plastic folder. 18 leaves of typescript, rectos only + 1
photograph. (5) Six letters from soldiers. 1945-1946.
Typewritten memoir and portfolio fine; handwritten
memoir very good: front hinge cracked but holding,
rebacked with cloth tape; photos generally near fine or
better; letters very good plus or better.
An eloquent and visceral memoir relating the wartime experience of
Emily Messina who was 20 years old when she enlisted in the
Women's Army Corps in 1944. Augmented with a number of
photos as well as several letters from soldiers, the collection
documents Messina's life from the time she was a high school
student in San Jose, California at the beginning of the war through
the parties that sprang up on VJ Day.
A thoughtful and engaging writer, Messina began with her sense of
the war, which started when she was 17, “the boys I had known
suddenly overnight were called men by the world at large. Treated
like men where only yesterday they were just kids. Everyone had a
mission—to win the war. It was exciting and exhilarating. It was
frightening. It was the beginning of the monotony that is wartime.”
Her high school boyfriend had joined the Air Force six months
earlier, and she saw him go from kind and considerate to “the exact opposite of the boy I had
known. He drank excessively and constantly. He was often involved in fights and women of
questionable character—both of which he quite happily told me about.” When he returned,
during a fight they had, he put out a lit cigarette on her arm.
She enlisted in the WAC soon after her 20th birthday. She joined with a friend and they left
for Fort Des Moines by train. When they arrived they were forced to line up outside the train
in the rain and loaded their belongings on a truck which “bounced and bounced toward [Fort
Des Moines], the rain rained in on every bedraggled, shivering and depressed recruit. In a
matter of 45 minutes the dream of American Womanhood had been reduced to the lowly
recruit.” The majority of the women in her barracks were from Montana, “and a more
muscular and profane group of females I've yet to meet. One of these Montana mamas was a
cattle rancher. She had a voice like a bull and the strength of an ox and was aptly nicknamed, 'the General.' It was she who
refereed the squabbles on our floor by virtue of the fact that she could knock a steer senseless with one fist if she had to.”
Emily finished training in June 1944 and was sent to Amarillo Army Air Field with 17 other newly minted WACs. There were
approximately 12,000 people at the base in Amarillo and only 150 WACs. After arrival they went to the service club and “we
walked in and all conversation ceased. As we walked across the floor our shoes echoed hollowly. We went into the snack bar
and sat down. All the men got up and left. Every face wore a hostile look. And some looked at us as if we were scum. I think a
slap in the face is easier to take. We were stunned into silence and hurt beyond words.” She learned that “the WAC
detachment on the post was where all the incorrigibles were sent before being shipped to Georgia for overseas training. And
they were women of no great character. Not all of them, but enough of them. The name WAC meant poison on the base. So
many of them had V.D. and so many of them had been in the guard house at Des Moines.” It turned out that the base was in
the process of changing its detachment from the undesirables to “good” WACs and they were the first good group. “I was
looked at like I wasn't quite clean—people stepped wide to avoid me—disgust in their eyes—men made lewd and filthy remarks
when I walked by. I never grew used to it. I could never laugh it off. To this day, I cringe at the memory.”
There was a bisexual woman in that small group at Amarillo, Lil' Davis, who “was well liked until it was discovered that she
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was running around with a masculine looking gal. Then she was avoided like the plague. She had been married and lost her
baby girl when an automobile ran over her. Her husband had run away with another woman. She had had troubles enough in
her short life. Perhaps that is why she turned to women. I don't know. She dated both men and women, a strange
psychological twist.” Another in the group fell in love with an ambulance driver—when she found out he had a girl back home
she overdosed on sleeping pills.
When Messina reported to the base's convalescent training division as a photographer, she
was treated with contempt by all in the office, especially the head of the photo department,
Ed Stivers. It turned out that the staff disliked Stivers more than having a WAC assigned to
them, and they started to give Messina pointers on how to get Stivers riled up. Within a few
weeks, she was accepted by all—except Stivers. But by the time she left, she and Ed became
friends, maintaining a correspondence for many years afterward
The typescript addition to the memoir is devoted to one man she met in Amarillo, Jim, an
officer who, “seemed to be able to see right through the bone of my skull and into my mind
better than I. He had such a love for life, and all the things
that make up its crazy quilt composition.” Despite the
prohibition of enlisted women dating officers, Jim persisted
and Emily relented because “for the first time in my life, I
felt as though I belonged. There is no explaining this
sensation. It comes with being accepted for being exactly as
you are for what you are. It comes from seeing in another human being's eyes a reflection of
yourself that looks so much better than you know yourself to be that you begin to be the
person in the reflection.” One night they discussed their future and agreed they would
marry. A week later, when Jim didn't show at a restaurant for dinner, Emily went back to
the base and saw a commotion at the airfield: a B-29 could not get its landing gear down
and it was ordered to crash land. Jim was on that plane. After skidding on the ground, it
tipped and burst into flame and, “I only remember saying no over and over again and not
believing this thing before my eyes. Then some of the men came out of the flames, but they
were aflame. An no one could help them. We could see them and hear them. And no one
could help them. We saw them die. We saw the plane die. Around me men stood helpless and wept. I did not cry.”
In December 1944 Messina transferred to WAC recruiting in Chicago. Chicago was much more friendly and social with dinner
parties and many dates, including Tom, who was going blind, and a marine, Bob, who watched men from his company
tortured and beheaded at Guadalcanal. She felt immediately at home but on her third day of recruiting, the sergeant in
charge (a man named “Ken”) said to her, “my gawd I can't stand to see frumpy women. Why do you wear such terrible lipstick?
Go out and buy a blue base lipstick, get your hair cut, buy some decent shirts and don't come back until you do.” As a mea
culpa for that interaction, he took her to dinner and said, “you know, Miss Emily, the only difference between a queen and a
cow is that a queen feels like a queen.” She wrote, “and I determined then and there that I would try to feel beautiful and
perhaps someday I might be able to create the illusion that I was. Ken blasted this some time later when he said to me, 'you are
never going to be beautiful, you aren't even pretty. You can only hope to be attractive, and then not until you are 30.'” Despite
this boorishness, she grew to like him, “he was wonderful to me—rude, pompous and domineering, yes, but also kind and
generous and I learned and learned every day from him. He bullied me, teased me, scolded me, but he gave me a confidence
I've held ever since. And I hated him and loved him dearly.”
In May 1945 she was transferred to Buckley Field in Denver Colorado where she worked in radio as a scriptwriter, producer,
performer and broadcaster. The war ended while she was there and on VJ day she snuck cases of beer into the convalescent
wards and found,
“most of the convalescent war casualties were quiet. The blind ward – the amputees—these men were quiet.
How many were thinking of friends and brothers lost, is hard to guess, but I imagine most of them were. I
couldn't keep thinking that now the glory and flag waving was over but these fellows still would live on with no
eyes or no limbs. And the terrible terrible waste of war hit me like a physical blow. How great the stupidity of
mankind to pay for ideas with the blood and bone of its youth. No, on VJ day I was not gay, but thoughtful.”
An exceptional archive by a gifted writer, with a page turning memoir and a number of photos that further bring the
characters to life. Despite our inability to keep this description short, we've barely scratched its surface and excised a number
of outstanding passages which are available on request. Messina ended her memoir with,

$4000

“and every so often I hear again the swell of voices as the cadets sang across the PT field in Amarillo and
remember how touchingly beautiful are male voices when heard in the distance of a cool Texas night. The lump
in the throat as Old Glory descended for the night as we stood retreat on the parade ground at Des Moines. And
the wind whipped at the skins of thousands and thousands of women standing proudly erect in the softening
sunlight. The negro boy in Denver who was dying of burns incurred while saving the lives of the white boys
who hated him. The look of gratitude in his eyes when Lou and I sat by his bed that terrible night he died, and
the twisting of one's heart in the face of such humility and courage. And all the buddies and the pals and the
jokes and the fun and the laughter of youth and the love of friends so precious, so rare. These are the things I
remember.”
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53. [Women][World War II][WACs]
Palmer, Pauline G. Scrapbook and Artifacts of
One of the First WAAC Officer Candidates.
Various: mostly 1942-1946 and 1952-1953.
Scrapbook (1942-1946) is string tied embossed
paper over boards measuring 14½” x 12¼”. It
contains 54 pages with ten items of
correspondence, seven items of ephemera and
approximately 72 news clippings adhesive
mounted; final 15 pages are blank. 15
photographs and nine pieces of ephemera are laid
in. Some personal belongings and 16 loose letters
in original envelopes included, though only two relate to her service. All items generally very good or
better.
On July 9, 1942, 47 women were sworn in as the first officer candidates in the Women's Army
Auxiliary Corps. Pauline Palmer was one of the 3,515 initial applicants and one of the few selected.
Eleven days later she was part of the first group of women to begin training in the WAAC at Fort Des
Moines. This is the scrapbook she kept of her experience, as well as some of her
personal items, a few photographs and correspondence.
Palmer, from Meriden, Connecticut and living in East Orange, New Jersey at the
time of her induction, was a 41 year old music teacher when she joined the
WAAC. She was also essentially a single mother, as her husband was a disabled
World War I veteran. The scrapbook she compiled shows how she was thrust
into the news and reflects both the national and hometown pride in these first
WAACs. The clippings continue to document her progress including in November
1942 when she was transferred to the new training facility at Daytona Beach.
There she was named company commander in charge of a group of around 200
new recruits. According to one newspaper account, she was the first woman
from Connecticut to receive this honor. Clippings from 1944 show she was
promoted to Captain and correspondence from 1946 reflect that she was
Commanding Officer for a WAC squadron as part of the 78 th Army Air Forces
Base Unit. She was also vetted for work in cryptography.
Correspondence in the scrapbook includes a letter from the
Northern New Jersey Recruiting and Induction District
regarding her selection as well as the telegram from Major
General T.A. Terry informing her of her acceptance into the
first officer candidate class. The letter from the induction
district requested that she “keep this information strictly
confidential. Do not give this any publicity whatsoever.” The
identity of the officer candidates was such a closely held secret that when news
broke of the induction, seven of the women were still not known to the press.
The collection contains 16 letters to Palmer or her son, Covert. Two relate to her
service, including a 1944 letter from her first sergeant reminiscing about a group
of their trainees that led to her friend's decision to leave the army-- “to whip that
conglomeration of psychosis, and lame brains into some uniformity of G.I. thinking
utterly defeated me.” The rest relate to the last year of her life and include a letter
she wrote to her son regarding her struggles since leaving the army. Palmer died
in a car accident under suspicious circumstances in December 1952, and the bulk of the letters discuss the accident, her
death, and matters of her estate. A list of dates, correspondents and notes regarding the letters is available.
Ephemera in the scrapbook include WAAC-related invitations as well as a strip of typescript assigning Palmer her squad, bed
and wall locker when she arrived at Fort Des Moines. Loose ephemera include a handwritten poem about her WAC bowling
team, her first military ID and a booklet with no publication data that consists of line drawings of an officer candidate WAAC
that show her progress from her arrival at Fort Des Moines to receipt of her commission. Palmer's belt, wallet, change purse,
Army Air Force patch and her name tag when she was a lieutenant are also included and three of the photos show Palmer in
uniform.
An interesting collection initially compiled by one of the first officers in the WAAC, documenting her military career, as well the
difficulties she faced after discharge.
$1250
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54. [Women][World War II][WACs]
Schutt, Dorothy C. A WAC's
Uniforms, Notebooks and ALSs. Fort
Des Moines, Iowa and Pasadena
California: 1943-1945. 24 autograph
letters (approximately 65 pages on
sheets measuring around 7½” x 5¼”),
one typescript letter, eight greeting
cards and two dinner menus. Two steel
spiral stenographer's note books
measuring 9” x 6” with 123 pages of
handwritten notes. Uniforms include
two shirts, one jacket, two skirts and a
hat. Letter, notebooks and menus very
good or better; uniforms in excellent
condition with minimal wear.
This is a group of items documenting the
military career of Dorothy Schutt who served in
the WAC from 1943 until at least 1945. She
trained at Fort Des Moines and was with the 78th
WAC Hospital Company at Birmingham General
Hospital in Van Nuys, California as of 1945.
In addition to her uniforms, the collection includes printed menus for
Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners at Fort Des Moines in 1943, as well as
over 30 items of correspondence. She received a number of greeting cards
while at Fort Des Moines in December 1943 and several congratulate her for
entering the service. There are 25 letters she wrote to her future husband,
Elias Personett, who was also in the Army. Most were written from a
hospital in Pasadena, California while she was there for gall bladder
surgery. While there is occasional military content, she mostly shared her
stages of recovery, family news and hopes related to their future. All are
love letters, and each is signed with an actual kiss.
Her Army orientation class notes are from November and December 1943.
In addition to the names of her lecturers, there's a wealth of information on first aid, how to walk around the base, military
classification and custom, sanitation, company administration, field hospitals and much more.
A displayable collection documenting the wartime service of a
WAC.
$1250

55. [Women][World War II][WACs]
Robinson, Roberta. Drawings Made in the Field
Likely by an Overseas WAC. Dutch New Guinea:
June, 1945. Two drawings, colored pencil on
celluloid measuring 8” x 10” and the reverse. Fine.
Two color drawings, likely by a WAC, depicting thatched huts
and villagers by the water in Dutch New Guinea. 5500 WACs
were sent to the Southwest Pacific Command with some of
them stationed at Hollandia or Oro Bay, New Guinea. Their
conditions were brutal because of supply problems, with many
lacking the proper clothing for the environment, leading to
abnormally high cases of malaria, dermatitis, bronchitis and
pneumonia.
The drawings are signed and dated by a Roberta Robinson. We've located two Roberta Robinsons who served in the WAC,
though one of these two enlisted too late to have served in New Guinea. The database we search is not necessarily complete
and we imagine further research would reveal the correct Roberta.
$250
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55. [Women][World War II][WACs][African Americana]
Photo Album Depicting African American WACs. Camp Forrest,
Tennessee and elsewhere: 1943. 11½” x 15¼”. String tied, papercovered boards, front cover printed with “U.S. Army/[Image of Great Seal
of the United States]/Camp Forrest, Tenn.” 40 pages with 160 black and
white photographs inserted into corner mounts and another 29 that are
loose from their mounts. Most photos
measure from 3½” x 2½” to 5 1/8” x 3½”
and some are captioned. Album good with
moderate wear and six leaves detached.
Photos generally very good plus or better, a
few with exposure issues, some with old tape
remnants; seven are lacking.
An album of proud and hopeful African American
WACs with at least 110 images showing them in
uniform. The appointment of Oveta Culp Hobby to
head the WAAC was initially
opposed by African American civil
rights groups because of her
southern background. Hobby
assuaged those concerns
immediately after she was sworn in
by announcing that 40 of the first
400 officer trainees and at least two
of the first companies would be
black. She also gave her first public
address at Howard University before
a black sorority. The military also
ran an intensive recruitment
campaign at traditionally black colleges. Despite these efforts the fear of
not being welcome, or of being poorly treated kept their numbers down.
Only 5.1% of the women (around 6,500 total) who served in the WAAC
and WAC during the war were African American.
Most of the images are posed shots around bases or barracks, though a few show the women with
packed bags on moving days, standing outside the non-commisioned officers' club, and one great
8x10 shows the women at a party. Others show them posing with male members of the military
and playing in the snow. There's also a photo of Charity Adams Earley, the first African American
officer in the WAAC. She was the commanding officer of the first group of black women to serve
overseas during World War II and finished the war as the highest ranking black female officer. The
few photos that are non military show some of the women in Hawaiian dress and bathing suits as
well as a few in civilian clothes posing around the base.
Only a few women are identified by first and last name and we were unable to tie any of them to a
particular unit. The compiler's first name was Willa, and from the captions, we know she was at
Fort Des Moines and Fort Devens. The album itself, as well as some of the images show she was
also at Camp Forrest. She may have also been at Fort Custer as several photos of the male
soldiers reference the 931st, which may be the 931st Artillery Regiment which trained there.
An abundance of joyful African American WAC imagery.
$3250
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56. [Women][World War II][WACs][Photography]
[Montgomery, Shirlie]. Bevins, Florence and Jung, Phyllis. Letters
from Two WACs to a Renowned Female Photographer. Various:
Mostly 1943. 15 letters (27 pages), on sheets measuring from 8¼” x
5¼” to 10½” x 8”. Most are handwritten, most on WAAC stationary,
and all in original mailing envelopes. Very good or better in easily
read hands.
This is a group of letters written to Shirlie Montgomery by two friends in the WAC,
Phyllis Jung and Florence Bevins.
We've located nothing on Phyllis, who wrote five of the letters, but she wrote from
Washington, D.C. where she was with the 151st WAAC Tech. Company and later
with WAC recruiting. She described a lot of desk
work, and a lot of fun, including a date with a
“rare man” who gave her lots of flowers, and
dropped her at her barracks just in time for her
date with someone else. The rest of the letters
are by Bevins who was ultimately stationed in France at the 305 th General Hospital in 1944
and then transferred to the Philippines just after the war. Her first letter, in March of 1943,
was written the day after she finished basic at Daytona Beach and she was happy to learn
that she was going directly into the field. Of Daytona she wrote, “there is nothing good
here except officers and we are not able to go out with them without a pass but believe me I
work some kind of an angle.” Like Phyllis, she describes quite a few interactions with men
including one night at a bar where she was the only woman among 15 men all vying for her
attention. At Fort Devens, she said of the men, “if they want to buy me a beer—I'll be nice
til I get the beer. It isn't nice to do that but around here the fellows are so dumb they don't
know the difference.” Her letters are also filled with content related to WAC life, with
descriptions of her training, being “Queen of the Latrine” at Camp Polk, K.P. Duty, learning
judo, and more.
Shirlie Montgomery was a professional photographer who lived in San Jose, California her entire life. She got her start in the
1930s at the DeAnza Hotel, producing prints for the hotel's photographer. When that photographer quit, she took over the
position, ultimately becoming known for her wrestling photography. She also did freelance work for the San Francisco
Examiner and the Mercury News. The website of the Collection Center of History San José maintains an online exhibit of her
work. Nearly every letter mentions something about Shirlie sending pictures or developing negatives and a few mention her
desire to join the WAC. As she was unable to pass a physical, she never entered the service.
A rich group of WAC letters to an important female photographer.
$450

57. [Women][World War II][WAVES]

Bicknell, Laura. Photo Album of a WAVE. New York
City and Dahlgren, Virginia: 1943-1946. 10¼” x
13¼”. String tied, full leather. 80 pages with 382
black and white photographs mostly inserted into
corner mounts + seven postcards written to Bicknell's
mother laid in. Most photos measure from 2½” x 3½”
to 5¼” x 3 3/8” and none appear to
be captioned. Album very good with
light wear and some loss at edges;
contents generally near fine or better
save for a few photos with holes
punched in the border, not affecting
images. Two photos are missing.
This is an album created by Laura Bicknell, from Shapleigh, Maine who enlisted with the WAVES on May
18, 1943. With the exception of around 20 family photos, the album is devoted exclusively to her
experience in the military.
The first part of the album has a number of photos showing women at Hunter College. Enlisted WAVES
had been training at several different universities at the outset of the program, and Hunter was later
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chosen as it provided the best facilities to manage such a large number of trainees. Hunter was commissioned February 8,
1943 as “The U.S. Naval Training Center, the Bronx” and became known as the “USS Hunter.” The photos here include
outstanding portraits and group shots, as well as images of living quarters. There's a series of group pictures depicting the
women in silly poses including one risque image where two are about to kiss. A few recreational shots show the women
horseback riding.
At least 120 photos show the women in uniform and at
least a dozen show them
in mechanic's coveralls.
After graduation, Bicknell
was an Aviation
Machinist's Mate First
Class and assigned to the
Naval Proving Ground in
Dahlgren, Virginia. Here
we see the women playing
baseball, doing laundry,
posing with planes and
more. There are also a
number of shots of men
at the base.
The seven postcards
home are mostly from
1946 and are short
simple notes such as “gee
but I'm having a nice
time.” Bicknell was
discharged in August,
1948 but reenlisted in August 1951 and became a WAVE
photographer.
An outstanding collection of well composed WAVE
imagery.
$2000
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58. [Women][World War II][WAVES]
The Women Reserves of Vero Beach, Florida. Ladies Own Journal. Vero
Beach, Florida: The Women Reserves of Vero Beach, Florida, 1945. 11” x 8
¼”. Stapled wrappers. pp. 84. Very good: light wear, small chip to lower
corner of front wrap, small areas of loss at spine tips.
A rare base yearbook depicting WAVES and
members of the Marine Corps Women's Reserves
stationed at Naval Air Base, Vero Beach which
was used to train Naval aviators. In addition to
numerous group shots, it contains portraits,
home addresses and quotes for approximately 200
WAVES and 10 Marines. Several pages with
around 50 candid images show the women
marching, partying, working in planning rooms
and more.
Near the end are four pages of text with a detailed and humorous history of the
women at the base. Regarding the first arrivals: “that early morning as you waited
at the abandoned depot, the sound of airplane motors was drowned out by the
symphony of slaps and the buzzing of mosquitoes. From then on, you were on the
giving end of blood donations—all free and involuntary.” On men interested in WAVES- “after one such dance, there wasn't a
WAVE who wasn't known from Jax to Miami. From then on, the pay phone suffered a stroke.”
An outstanding resource. OCLC locates no copies.
$575

59. [Women][WAVES]
Armed Forces Day Souvenir Wave Mask.
Bayonne, NJ: Naval Supply Depot, 1954. 9” x 12”.
Single sheet of thin card stock printed one side.
Near fine with light corner wear.
A visually pleasing promotion for a naval supply store in New
Jersey. OCLC locates no copies.
$125
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Additional images of Item 25, the Samuel McCowan Archive:

For additional photos of any of the items herein, please drop us
a line.
If you would like to be notified of newly catalogued items in your interest area(s), please contact us or go to our
website, click “Your Account” at the top, then click “Create Account” at the bottom of the page that appears. Or
you can just type the following into your address bar:
https://www.langdonmanorbooks.com/createAccount.php We promise only to use your information to notify
you of items that may be of interest to you.
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